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A Contribution' to

t he MECHANISM of

ARTICULATE SPEECH.

I

Human speech, the highest function of man's body,

and that which above others manifests his mind, may be looked at

from many different points of view, e.g., in its relation to

mental culture, as a department of anthropology, from the pure

grammarian's standpoint, and so on. Fundamentally, after all,

it is a function of the human body, and thus comes within the

scope of physiology. Even looking at it as a department of

physiology it may be considered either from the standpoint of

cerebral physiology, as a brain-function localised in certain

centres and carried out by the aid of certain co-ordinating

tracts of fibres; or else in relation to the muscular movements

producing it. Just so the muscular act of walking might either

be considered in connection with Ferrier's areas, or else treat¬

ed apart from any reference to the brain centres, the various

paces,- the walk, the trot, the run,- being analysed into their

individual movements, and the sequence of these and their modify¬

ing influences on each other duly considered. From this latter

point of view I propose to approach the subject, discussing sim¬

ply the articulatory mechanism of speech.

It would be superfluous to give any systematic des¬

cription of the organs concerned: for in this I could add nothing
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to what lias-'been said again and again: and any points of anatomy

which have a special bearing on disputed matters of function

can readily be discussed in this relation at the appropriate

place.

History and Bibliography. The

subject is said; to have occupied the attention of Caius Caesar,

Octavius Augustus, Varro, Appian, and others of the ancients,

but one need not now consider their work. Indeed even the

earlier literature of the modern period, though it is remarkably

accurate for pioneer work, is full of cuMous blunders and often

of extremely fantastical notions. An example of this is a

little duodecimo issued by F. M. B. van Helmont at Salzburg in

1667, and entitled "Alphabeti veri naturalis Hebraic! brevissima

delineatio, quae sirnul methodum suppeditat, Juxta quam qui surdi

nati sunt sic informari possunt, ut non alios saltern loquentes

intelligant, sed et ipsi ad sermonis usum perveniant." The

workers at this subject have belonged principally to four classes,

physiologists, teachers of the deaf and dumb, spelling reform¬

ers, and elocution masters; and this is among the early instan¬

ces of the second class, to whom much of our progress is due.

It is very doubtful whether van Helmont's method could ever have

given the slightest help to a deaf mute: his belief was that

the position of the tongue was the original of each Hebrew char¬

acter, and his book contains a large series of plates to show

this relation. If his frontispiece is to be relied upon, he

vrorked with very careful methods. It shows him seated at a

table, pen in his right hand, a roll before him, and a lighted
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candle between him and a mirror supported on the table:■ .in his

left hand are a pair of compasses, with which he is measuring

the aperture of his lips.

A much more practical book, though a century older,

is that of Sir Thomas Smith, the first of English spelling re¬

formers;- ™De rect,a et emendata Linguae Anglicae scriptione.

Dialogus." [Paris, 1568. 4to.] This, however, merely treats

of the right recognition and classification of the sounds in

the English language, and says nothing of their method of pro¬

duction at all. Similar, but less able attempts are, "Bullokar's
Booke at large for the Amendment of Orthographie for English

Speech™,[London, 1580, 4to.], (giving 35 letters, of which many

are duplicates and some do not represent simple sounds): and the

"Logonomia Anglic**, qua goatiw eerino facilius addiscitur" [2nd

Edn. London, 1621, 4to.] of Alexander Grill, Headmaster of St.

Paul's School.

In the middle of the seventeenth century Thomas Gat-

aker, a Presbyterian divine of eminence and a member of the West¬

minster Assembly, "vir stupendae lectionis. magnique judicii",

wrote on what was then and for some time after a vexed question,

whether there were any true diphthongs or whether one of the

vowels had not always really the power of a consonant. His

book is called, ™De diphthongis sive bivocalibus, deque liter-

arum quarundam sono germano, natura gemina, figura nova, idonea,

scriptura vcteri veraque dissertatio philologica." His preface

contains an apology so naive that one cannot residt quoting it

for its shrewd medical aphorism. "Habes hie alteram otii, per
. '

morbum nuper, non indulti, sed indicti, foetum. 'Tricas apin-

asque semper?' forsan dixeris. Ignoscas, quaeso, inter medic-
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orum TT«.foiyy«\>^tf<v habetur, ' Infirmis quae animora remit-
tant, leviora condonanda, quae intendant, gravioribus abstinen-

dos."

About the middle of the same century, considerable

interest was taken in this subject, and there were even some

heated disputes among the workers as to the due credit for prac¬

tical results. Two at least of these workers were men of the

highest scientific emimence, and all four were fellows of the

Royal Society, in whose Philosophical Transactions the dispute

was carried on. Dr. John Wallis, one of the scribes of the

Westminster Assembly and Professor of Mathematics in the Univer¬

sity of Oxford, was a man of great versatility: he was author

of the earliest exposition of the Shorter Catechism [1648], his

sermons both Latin and English are thoughtful, as are also his

famous letters on the Trinity, he is among the first rank of

mathematicians, and his Grammar of the English Language [Qxon,.

1653, 8vo.] is an able and original work. To it is prefixed -

uDe loquela: sive de sonorum omnium loquelarum formatione: trac-

tatus grammatico-physicus." This tractate may almost be said

to. mark an era in the study of speech, so much is its careful

work in advance of anything previous. Dr. John Wilkins, the

celebrated Bishop of Chester, treats of the subject in his lab¬

orious work, uAn Essay towards a real character and a philosoph¬

ical language" [Lond. 1668, large 4to.], which was presented to

the Royal Society and ordered by its council to be printed.

His work is on a wider basis than V/allis's: he tries (with no

mean success) to tabulate every sound that can be used in speech,

gives a series of diagrams to show the method of their formation,

and suggests a scientific alphabet, whose characters seem as if
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they might be the prototypes of Sir Isaac Pitman's well-known

phonography. Wallis had great success in teaching a deaf-mate

to speak by his system: but Dr. William Holder claimed that the

credit of teaching this individual really belonged to him,

though the weight of evidence in the controversy seems to be on

Wallis's side. Holder was the author of "Elements of Speech:

an essay of enquiry into the natural production of letters: with

an appendix concerning persons deaf and dumb" [Lond. 1669],

The fourth and last of this group of workers was Mr. Francis

Lodowick, to whom, as well as to the other three, Bishop

Wilkins declares himself indebted for valuable suggestions.

In 1686 a paper of his was published in the Philosophical Trans¬

actions, entitled, "An Essay towards an universal alphabet".
I

After this writers on the subject, both at home and,
.

abroad, become more numerous, and it is only practicable and

necessary to mention a small proportion of them. John Conrad

Amman, a physician of Amsterdam, wrote two books* from the pract¬

ical aspect of the subject, the teaching of deaf-mates, in which

he had actual and successful experience. He stands at the head

of a long series of authors who treat it from the same aspect.

At the other end of this series is one of the most thorough,

Thomas Arnold's "Education of deaf mutes. A manual for teach-

ers." [Lond. 1888. 8vo»] This book shows exceptional powers

w Dissertatio de loquela qua . . . traduntur media
quibus surdi et muti vitia sua emendare possint." Amst. 1700,
8vo. (Translated into French by Deschamps, 1779, and into Eng¬
lish by Baker, 1873.)

Surdus loquens: seu raethodus qua qui surdus natus
est loqui diseere possit." Amst. 1693, 8vo. (Translated into
English by D. Foot, 1694.)

These were re-published together at Leyden, 1727,
as "Surdus loquens, sive dissertatio de loquela." [8vo.]
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of carefxil observation, so that one can find in it many interest¬

ing and suggestive details as to the exact formation of articul¬

ator sounds: but unfortunately the author's powers of reasoning,
deduction and classification are less reliable than his observa¬

tion , and one cannot but feel that had he had the training of

a scientific education, his book would probably have been as

valuable as any that has ever been written on e the subject.

The end of the eighteenth century saw a contribution

to the literature of the subject from a novel and very instruct¬

ive point of view, viz., M. de Kempelen's "La m&canisme de la

parole: suivi de la description d'une machine parlante" [Vienna,

1791]. This gentleman was the inventor of the famous "auto¬
maton" chess-player. His speaking machine seems to have been

more genuine though apparently it v/as primitive and imperfect.

In the construction of it he was led to a careful study of the

mechanism of articulate speech, and proved himself a apinstaking

and intelligent observer.

The well-known work of Willis, Wheatstone, and Helm-

holz on the true nature of the vowel differences, carried out

in the first quarter of the present century, needs no comment:

their results as to the acoustic nature of the vowels have been

universally accepted, though there are differences of opinion

as to the method by which these acoustic phenomena are produced

in human speech. Among the works of the present century must

be mentioned Edouard Fournier, "M&canisme du ph&nom&ne sonore

de la parole" (Livre iii, Chapitre 3, of his "Physiologie de la

voix et de la parole". [Paris, 1860, 8vo.]), and three important

German works. The chief of these is Merkel's elaborate classic,

"Pbysiologie der menschlichen Sprache (physiologische Laletik)
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[Leipzig, 1866, 8vo.] This is the most complete treatise upon

the subject, and will long remain the standard work: it lias to

some extent the generic fault of German scientific works, that

the importantbfacts are so overlaid with a mass of detail that

no outstanding mental picture remains after perusal. The other

two are smaller, but thoughtful and important works. "Grund-

zttge der Physiologie und Systematik der Sprachlaute ftir Linguis-

ten und Taubsturamenlehrer, [Vienna: 1st Edn., 1856, 2nd Edn.,

1876: 8vo»] by Brticke, is a very clear and well digested account

and an excellent work to read in order to gain a grounding in

the subject. Thausing's "Das naturliche Lautsystem der mensch-

lichen Sprache" [Leipzig, 1863, 8vo.] is also a valuable work.

He is often led astray by his desire for a symmetrical arrange¬

ment, and he was not a physiologist: but even in his physiolog¬

ical work he is sometimes helpful, e.g. in his arguments against

the theory which makes the vowel timbre depend on the length

of the resonance tube. His best contributions are in the reg¬

ion of philology, such as the remarks he makes on the relation

of sounds in different languages, a part of the subject which

has been somewhat neglected by other writers.

Of the third, or elocutionist division of writers on

the subject, only two need be noted. Morin produced a very

full account of the way in which to pronounce French:- "Trait&

de prononciation indiquant les moyens d'obtenir uae bonne emis¬

sion de voix, de corriger les accents vicieux et tous les

defauts de prononciation. Seule methode employee au Conserva¬

toire". But probably the best of all such v/orks is the "Vis¬

ible Speech" of Melville Bell, the famous teacher of elocution.

He devised a careful system of signs indicating the articulatory



position} the method of production, and.minor variations of the
letter, so that anyone having mastered the meaning of the vari¬
ous signs and modificatory marks could read not merely a strange

language, but a language containing sounds which were new to

him, at first sight. Indeed he wrote down by his system from

the dictation of Cenek Sercl, a distinguished Bohemian linguist,

many of the most difficult words of the Bohemian language, and

•then calling his son into the room made him read off the sent¬

ences to the entire satisfaction of the dictator, though he had

no previous knowledge whatever of this language with its unusu¬

al sounds and combinations.

There are of course references to the subject in

most text-books and systematic works, sometimes meagre, as for

instance in Landois* Physiology, sometimes rather fuller, as in

Foster's Physiology: rarely of any substantial value, save in

such a case as the article "Parole", by Arthur Chervin,-.iin the

colossal "Dictionnaire Encyclopedique des Sciences Medicales".

(Vol. 21, N.S. [Paris, 1885.]).

Method. The method of experiment used for

the purpose of this thesis was derived from a paper not yet men¬

tioned, little known, but deserving of grateful recognition.

It is by Mr. (now the Rev.) J. Oakley Coles, and appeared in the

Transactions of the Qdontological Society for 1872, being entit¬

led "On the production of articulate sound (Speech)". It adds
little directly to our knowledge of the mechanism of speech:

for unfortunately the author - through failing to observe the

difference between a letter and a simple sound, or even the

distinction between the sound-value of a letter and its name -
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carried out his experiments in such a way that scarcely any of

them represent simple sounds. The value of the paper, which is

very great, consists in its propounding a new method of investig¬

ation, by which the actual parts of the mouth that come into

contact are recorded and can be transferred to a diagram for

permanent preservation.

The method adopted by Mr. Cole3 had best be describ¬

ed in his own words. "l took an impression of my upper jaw,

extending to the posterior wall of the pharynx, and thereby in¬

cluding the soft palate and fauces: also an impression of the

lower jaw with the tongue in a state of repose. These I had

engraved on one stone, with a drawing of the lips below. A

number of these I had printed. Then my trial began. The mode

X adopted at this stage was to make a mixture of gum and flour,

and paint overthe whole of the hard and soft palate and the sur-
■

face of the teeth of my upper jaw. I then sharply articulated

a letter. On the upper jaw where the tongue had come into con¬

tact, the flour was'removed, and deposited on that part of the

tongue which had touched it. These localities were at once

faithfully transcribed on to the engraved plate with red paint."
!

I found the gam and flour mixture was not in my hands

a composition which gave clear and satisfactory results. It

seemed likely that charcoal would give far more pronounced out-

lines, and after various experiments with charcoal and water,
"

charcoal and glycerine, and charcoal and gum, I found that the
■

first gave the sharpest and most accurate results. It gradual¬

ly became evident that the r esults were very unequal as regards

tongue and palate by this method:, that is to say, while the

tongue showed a clear blackening over the whole area of contact,
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there was no such well-marked area cleared of charcoal on the

palate: the mucus of the palate surface seemed to cause more or

less irregularity. The first attempt to remedy this was to

paint the tongue with the charcoal and water: but this was not

thoroughly satisfactory, as the mucus still seemed to interfere.

The next expedient was to spray the palate with finely powdered

charcoal, covering the tongue meanwhile with.a cardboard shield:

the powder adhered to the palate, and was removed in clear and

sharply defined areas. It also gave fairly satisfactory res¬

ults oh'the tongue, though not so uniformly trustworthy as the

first method. Most of the sounds have been tested in the first

and last of these methods, and some of them even in all three.

Where the results conflict, I have generally placed reliance on

the painting method for the tongue areas, and the spray method

for the palate, and I believe that study of the diagrams will

justify this selection.

I do not of course for a moment suppose that this

method is competent to settle all the vexed questions of artic¬

ulation, but I hope to show that it is a most valuable auxili¬

ary in their investigation, I have here to acknowledge my in¬

debtedness to my father, William Carruthers, F.R.S., for valued

help in carrying out this series of experiments: all the

"transcribing" of the figures produced in the mouth was done by

him, and thus a double advantage was gained: first, that a more

accurate view of the mouth was got than I could possibly have

obtained in any mirror: and, second, that the possibility of

preconceived ideas or personal views influencing the "transcrip¬
tion" was quite eliminated.
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It is desirable to state the general principles fol¬

lowed in recording the results of the experiments. Not only is

it certain that different individuals differ in the smaller det¬

ails of their articulation; but it will also be seen that one

individual does not always articulate the same phone in precisely

the same way. The experiments are not all recorded; that is

to say, results which were manifestly, by comparison with their

fellows, imperfect or aberrant have been omitted. The varying

results obtained by different methods have however always been

recorded. It has often been necessary to repeat an experiment

several times to assure oneself that the result was typical;

and in this case that one which seemed nearest to the average

position has been chosen for record. Having thus eliminated

all repetitions and all evident aberrations the results are re¬

corded superimposed in different colors on a plate lettered

"Experiments". From these results a norm is evol¬

ved, representing what may be reasonably considered the true

area of contact when imperfections of the method (due to irreg¬
ular intensity of painting or spraying, or to uneven force of

contact, or most of all to variations in the natural moisture

of tongue or palate) are eliminated. This ideal is shown in

the plate lettered "T Y P E It is to be clearly under

stood that this is only the type for the writer's pronunciation,

and for the writer's dental and palatal peculiarities; slight

alterations in either of these particulars would affect the type

contact-area.

Ansomewhat similar method was employed by Dr. Norman

W. Kingsley, who published his results in 1887, in the Inter¬

nationale Zeitschrift ftir allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft" • He
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made an artificial palate, and painted it with a film of chalk

in alcohol, the latter evaporating quickly and leaving the chalk

on the plate in the state of fine powder,- practically equival¬

ent to the spray method. The plate was then inserted in the

mouth, and the letter articulated. There are two serious def¬

ects in his work: first, that the introduction of an artificial

plate, however thin and well fitting disturbs to some extent

the natural condition of the articulatory organs: and second,

that he generalised his results, obtained by repetition of the

experiments, to too great an extent, so that the only case in

which he makes any difference between the contact-area of the

voiced and voiceless consonant is in G and K: whereas , as we

shall see, such a difference occurs in a more or less marked

form in every case. It is .also to be regpetted that he did

not record the tongue or lip areas at all.

Speech-elements. It is important

at the outset to distinguish between written and spoken language,

which display a great want of correspondence,, more so perhaps

in English, but to a considerable extent in all languages.

This want of correspondence arises in two ways: (1) a single

written sign may at different times represent two or more dis-
I

tinct spoken sounds, and (2) the same spoken sound may be repres¬

ented by several different signs or combinations of signs.

Thus,- to take familiar examples,- S stands in English for at

least three different sounds, as in so, his, sure. A re¬

presents no less than six sounds at various times, e.g., fate,

fat, fall, fare, father, what. On the other hand, c and k stand

for the same sound, e.g. car, Karr: and the same vowel sound
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may be represented in five or six ways, as, her, sir, work, cur,

valour, mabtyr: or, feed, read, brief, edict, receive, machine.

If we take into consideration not a single language, biit all

which use the same signs, the differences in each direction are

much more marked and numerous.

Grammarians have unfortunately, even when they ful¬

ly recognised this important distinction, dealt almost always

with the written alphabet. For studying the laws of change of

sound the written alphabet is full of pitfalls and snares: and

in treating of the production of articulate sounds it is utter¬

ly useless. It is necessary to construct an alphabet of sounds

or physiological alphabet. Many of these, more or less perfect

and complete, have been drawn up: but perhaps the best is that

of Dr. John Wyllie, to whom I am indebted for my first interest

in the subject of the mechanism of speech, and for an excellent

grounding therein. Though I shall have later on to suggest

some changes in it, I may here say that its outstanding defect

is the absence of any classification of the vowels. This un¬

doubtedly is a much more difficult task than to duly arrange

the consonants} the attempts have been most varied, and it is

perhaps doubtful whether a better one in general principle has

been made than that of Wallis 250 years ago, to which we shall

refer later.

For the constituent units of an ordinary alphabet

we have a name}- "letter": but for those of a physiological

alphabet there is no such term in common use. Some, as did

Wallis, have used the term letter in this sense: but this is

apt to lead to awkward ambiguity. It might be possible to re¬

tain the word "sound" for this special meaning, but it lacks
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definiteness and is needed in other and wider senses. The most

suitable word would be "phthong", which woxxld of course'then be

used strictly accuratelyin the present words diphthong and tri¬

phthong, though their significance would have to be extended to

cover such consonantal sounds as are compounded with each other,

i.e. such as when they follow each other are modified and rend¬

ered incomplete, one or both of them losing a part of their full

pronunciation. Thus in the compound sound (or "diphthong" in

this extended sense) PS, the P is stripped of its explosion,

the sound of the S immediatelt following the removal of the P

closure. But the uncouth look of phthong (notwithstanding

that its pronunciation is quite simple) would be against it.

"Phone" is a more graceful word, and would give us the new and

easily intelligible words "diphone" and "triphone".

It is not quite easy to frame an unexceptionable

definition. A phone is an element of articulate speech prod¬

uced by a given jiosition of the speech-organs, no alteration in

position taking place during its production. To make this de¬

finition accurate, two explanatory clauses need to be added:-

(1) The to-and-fro vibrations of the vocal cords (present in all

vowels and in all voiced consonants) is not an alteration of

position in the sense of the definition, nor is the vibration

of the parts in R and kindred jbhones: and (2) The change from

entire closure to partial opening which takes place in all ex¬

plosives is not to be reckoned as an alteration of position.

Articulate speech, then, consists of a series of phones welded

together by transitional movements, which may or may not be ;

silent.
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Voiee is not mentioned, in this definition, because

the laryngeal vibrations which we call voice are absent from a

large proportion of the various phones; and even when they are

present the voice is, as well said by Thausing, the material
or substratum out of which they are made, not so much their

generator as their vehicle.

Vowels and Consonants. We

have now to deal with the primary classification of phones into

vowels and consonants. This is a distinction which is very

old and wide-spread, and is a strictly valid one, though the

two classes approach very closely at more than one point.

Various distinguishing marks of the two classes have at differ¬

ent times been given; one thing is certain, that the peculiar¬

ities from which they derive their names are not at all charac¬

teristic of them. For the consonants were so called from a

supposed impossibility of uttering them alone; but this is

strictly true of only a few of them, namely the voiced explos¬

ives; all the fricatives and even the voiceless explosives

can be uttered without any other phone accompanying them. On

the other hand vowels (vocales) are not the only vocalised phones

for tlie voice is an essential element in at least half the con¬

sonants, and we shall see that there are phones which are essen¬

tially vowels which have no voice entering into them. The

essential distinction is the part plaj^ed by the resonance—chamber

(that is, the pharyngeo-buccal cavity from the larynx to the

lips);;in the production of every phone this has its part to play,

but in different ways. A vowel is a phone in which the reson¬

ance chamber acts strictly as such, that is, merely alters the
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relative strength of the various overtones or harmonics in the

tone of the voice: whereas a consonant is a phone where an ad¬

ditional element is supplied by the resonance chamber to the

tone produced in the larynx, or where this other element stands
*

alone and is the consonant. ,

It is just this additional element which in more

than one case makes the distinction between & vowel and conson¬

ant which are closely related,-r so closely, indeed, that they

have been confounded as a single phone, from this double char¬

acter called a semi-vowel. Thus y differs from ee by the ad¬

dition of a delicate friction sound, due to a greater degree

of closure of the mouth, as also does w from oo. )To better
s

demonstration of this fact, often disputed or overlooked, can

be given than that adduced by Wall Is. "The contention of some"

says he, "that the consonants y, w, do not at all differ from

the vowels i, u, or (as we write them) ee, oo, rapidly uttered,

is easily recognised to be an evident error by anyone who will

carefully study the formation of the words ye and woo (espec¬

ially if he will repeat them several times): for he will observe

that the transition from the sound of the consonant to that

of the subsequent vowel does not occur without evident movement

of the organs (and therefore a new position of them) taking

place, which is not the case in repeating the sounds ee, ee;

^ Tills definition is practically identical with that
given by Thausing. "i describe as vowels sounds in which the
voice (finding exit by the mouth alone) obtains its character
solely or preponderatingly from resonances: or, otherwise,
sounds in whose formation the muffling ("verdflmpfenden") organs
do not interfere with the voice to such an extent as to over¬

power it by the friction-sounds they themselves produce.
(Das natllrliche Lautsystem, p.51.)
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oo, oo. This simple but ingenious experiment not only visibly
demonstrates the movement of the organs9 but also audibly the

added friction sound produced by this alteration of position.

The same distinction is noticeable in such French words as fille,

ville, where the consonant follows the vowel instead of preced¬

ing it.

Classification of Vowels.

This is one of the most difficult parts of the subject. Even

the number of distinct vowels is very variously reckoned by

different authors. Wilkins and Amman are content with 8

(though Wilkins practically doubles this number by making a

long and a short variety of each), and some have reduced them

to 5, in accordance with the number of the vowel characters in

the European tongues. There is no doubt that the smaller

numbers are inadequate: but if they leave clearly marked var¬

ieties undifferentiated, what shall be said of the school of

"splitters" (to adopt a very expressive piece of slang from the

botanists, who would similarly designate the opposite school

as "lumpers")? The extreme example of this school is Melville

Bell, whose clever notation of sounds provides for 36 distinct

vowels, with the possibility of doubling or trebling the number

by the use of diacritical marks. Of these 36 vowels, however,

he makes use of only 22 in writing English. On this matter

Brllcke puts the truth very well:— "To the enquiry how many

intermediaries should be distinguished between I and A and bet¬

ween A and U, I mast reply, as many as an average ear without

special practice can distinguish. So—called fine distinctions

made by individuals who pride themselves on their superior hear¬

ing are ox no importance to students of speech, and are more
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often founded on imagination than on fact. Each pronunciation

has a certain latitude of correctness, which is the result of

average hearing and average speech powers."
Various classifications of the vowels have been

adopted; all save a very few consider that most if not all of

the vowels have a double value, according as they are short or

long. This very widely spread error has blinded the vision

of the most careful observers, and has led to the conjoining

of perfectly distinct phones under a single species. The best

known example of this method (though it does not ptetend to

great scientific accuracy, but rather to practical correctness)

is Pitman's Phonography, with its six vowels, each with long

and short variety. They may be illustrated by the following

words, the long vowels being put in the top row, and the cor¬

responding short ones in the lower rows-

Half; Fate; Eel; Awe; Oh; Who.
At; Let; It; Not; But; Full.

A very sirajble test will prove tlicit these pairs of vowels are

not differentiated merely by quantity, but are essentially dis¬

tinct phones. Drawl out the words as long as one likes, it

is impossible to make let into late, ill into eel, full into

fool. The question of the differentiation of vowels by length

can be best studied in -singing; for, of course, if quantity

were the only difference, a short vowel sung to a semibreve

should become the corresponding long one, and conversely a long

one, sung to a quaver or note of less value, should be trans¬

formed into the short one. A little observation of a good

singer in any song will furnish ample proof that this transform¬

ation does not occur; but it can be yet more clearly observed

by singing certain specially selected words to a given tune,the
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words being so arranged that the short vowels fall on the
notes of longer value, and the "long" ones on the notes of less

time value.

The, most usual arrangements of the vowels have been

either (1) linear, or (2) triangular, with the "all" sound at
the apex and the "ee" and "oo" sounds at the ends of the base.

The linear arrangement is usually based on the gradually increas

ing pitch of the vowel, as exhibited in Helmholz's experiments.

Thausing objected to this as a basis of classification of the

vowels, because of its very limited applicability: and of course

this is the case, for it does not apply to the consonants. A

few writers, of whom Wallis was the first and perhaps the best,

and among whom other principal names are Fournii and Melville

Bell, have made a tabular schema whose rows in one direction

represent the part of the mouth where the vowel is formed, while

jthe rows in the other direction represent greater or less deg¬

rees of aperture of the buccal cavity. There is one very strong

reason for adopting this method as that which most really re-
I I •

presents the physiological relations of the vowels, namely that

by it consonants and vowels are classified on a uniform basis

$«■ The following string of words has been arranged so as
to be sung to that form of "Old Hundredth" where the first note
and the last three of each line are semibreves, while the inter¬
vening ones are minims. They have been carefully devised so
that the first and the last.three syllables in each line (i.e.
those sung to semibreves) have "short" vowfeis, while the inter¬
mediate ones (sung to the minims) have "long" vowels: but it will
be found that this reversal of the quantity (time-value) of the
vowels does not produce the least ambiguity as to their charac¬
ter: that is, the difference is not one of time-value (quantity)
but of articulatory position (quality).

"Poll, call all lone blue parrots in,
And leave your green jay not unhid}
Cats are so keen to kill such things,
Thus their true nature ever is."
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and fall naturally into place. Eor there is practical unanim-
«

ityin displaying the relations of the consonants in an analogous
tabular form: and if the vowels are arranged in linear or tri¬

angular form it is impossible to include both in a single schema

so as to indicate visually the points of contact between the

vowel—system and the consonant system.

Schema of the Vov/els. Taking

then the ee and oo vowel sounds, which are universally recognis¬

ed as points of contact with the consonants, we shall develope

our classification from them. These vowels at any rate owe

their individual characters to a narrowing of the buccal cavity
.

at a given position, and further consideration shows that it

is to the marked degree of this narrowing that their proximity

in nature to the consonants W and Y is due. But proceeding

from each of them, one can form a series of vowels, each differ¬

ing from the last in that the narrowing of the mouth-cavity

becomes less. The series produced thus from oo is represented,

in the following words,- who, wolf, go, fall: and that produced

from ee in these words,- we, pit, pate, pet, pert. Even in the

last of each series, inawhich the mouth is widely open, there

remains a distinct degree of narrowing in the same position of

the mouth as the first. These vowjXejs may therefore not unfitly
be called the labial series and the palatine series respectively:

and I shall show later on that there is a third series, which

may be designated guttural vowels. It is to be noted in passing

that there is no strict correspondence between these three pos—

itions and the three principal consonantal positions, called

by Dr. Wyllie the stop-positions.
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There is often considerable difficulty in determin-

which movements or positions of the parts are fundamental and

which are secondary, occuring merely as necessary adjuncts of

the primary ones. For instance, many have contended for the

position of the larynx (i.e., high or low) as of the most fundam¬

ental importance, vhereas there is much justification for looking

on it as complementary to the position of the root of the tongue

and the hyoid bone. Similarly the amount of separation of the

jaws has been greatly emphasised by some authors, but very pro¬

bably depends on the position of the tongue. Perhaps the most

valuable part of Thausing's work is the emphasis he lias laid on

this narrowing of the mouth as the essential factor in the pro¬

duction of the various vowels, thus breaking away from the

almost Aristotelian authority so long possessed by the opinions

of Willis and Helmholz on the method of production of the vowels.

The invaluable experiments of these observers have shown that

the acoustic nature of the vowels is due to the strengthening

of various combinations of overtones of the voice} yet it by

no means follows that the method by which they produced these

combinations is that by which they are produced in the human

speech mechanism. It is quite evident to one who observes the

various vowels as uttered by man, that the lengthening or short-
.

ening of the resonance tube produces a far smaller alteration in

its capacity than does the variation in its shape by narrowing

at one or other point, and therefore presumably has far less

influence on the acoustic result. Thausing gives grounds for

supposing that the position of the larynx is secondary to the

position of the tongue, and remarks that it varies in different

people. He also points to a fact which seems to dispose of the
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opinion that the position of the larynx is actually essential
to the production of the vowel: he says that trained singers

"emancipate the larynx from the speech organs, and it merely

follows in its rising and falling the higher or deeper pitch of

the note sung. Indeed there is often no movement at all of

their larynx in alternating utterance of u and i at the same

pitch".

There is much to be said for making the schema con¬

sist of three rows in the other direction also, viz., open,

medium, and close vowels. That there is a physiological basis

for this is shown by the curious fact that most of the vowels

which do not belong to one of these three standard degrees are

among the vowels usually classed as short, as if the organs

could not be readilyretained in this intermediate position for

more than a brief time. This indeed is the case, there being

a great tendency to revert to the standard position on one side

or the other, tnough by a slight concentration of attention the

prolonged production of the pure intermediate vowel is easily

attained. Among such intermediate sounds are the vowels in the

words wet, wit, what, wool, (el]ement. This schema then gives

us nine principal or standard vowels, and an indefinite number

of intervening shades, of which latter about half a dozen are

used in English.

Roughly speaking, the vowels of the labial series

are those which have been described by some authors as being

produced by a funnel-shaped formation of the mouth, the narrow

end of the funnel being forward: the palatal are those where

the mouth is divided into two resonating cavities, or a resonat¬

ing cavity and a long channel (hour—glass, or flask with narrow
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neck)i and the guttural are those where the mouth is again fun¬

nel shaped, but with the narrow end behind.

The question of the notation of the vowels is a

difficult one: and for purposes of convenience it is necessary

here to use such signs and combinations of signs as are avail-
-

able in type-writing. It is plain that one rational system

is to signify all vowels formed at the same position in the

mouth by the same sign, adding diacritical marks to indicate

degree of aperture. In a general way we may consider the lab¬

ials as O-vowels, the palatals as E-vowels, and the gitturals

as A-vowels, which would give us the following scheraas-

Open. Medium. Close

Labials. O1 02 03

Palatals. E1 E2 E3

Gutturals. A1 A2 A3

This, however scientifically correct is unwieldy and moreover

does not allow of any very good method of indicating the inter¬

mediate degrees of aperture: but it is doubtful whether anything

better can be devised, making use of our present vowel signs:

for if there are to be more than three separate signs, there

must of course be as many as nine.

In treating of the individual vowels it is best to

begin with the more anterior series, as their articulatory mech¬

anism is more readily observed than that of the vowels produced

farther back. In each phone we shall consider (1) its occur¬

rence in European languages and its general character: (2) the

results of experiments carried out for this thesis: (3) the

results of previous contact-experiments (by Coles and Kingsley):

(4) observations by previous writers on the subject which call
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for any comment.

LABIAL VOWELS.

1.Close . HO3]* This vovrel is widely recog¬

nised, though it is not always indicated visibly by a single

sign. It is the u of German and Italian (Uhr, pii), the ou

of French (cou), and the long oo of English (toil): it may also

be represented in English by u (rule) or o (who). It is the

most characteristic of the labial vowels, for in it the contrac¬

tion (or "strait") of the anterior end of the air-passage is

most marked. The relationship of the principal labial vowels

(those of the words, fall, dole, tool) is very easily seen by

uttering them in succession, when progressively greater contrac¬

tion of the orbicularis oris producing a more and more marked

strait is observable.

Experiment shows that the area of contact of the PLATES
1, 2.

lips extends inwards to the outer edge of the upper median incis¬

or, leaving an aperture of about 5/8ths of an inch. The aper- *

ture is however in reality only half this amount (5/l6ths inch)

in lateral extent at the time of production of the sound, for

the central part of the lip as well as the rest of it is at

that time much drawn together by the contraction of the orbicul¬

aris. While the tongue is kept hollowed in the middle line

posteriorly, it rises high enough at the sides to come into con¬

tact with a distinct oval area of the palate, at and behind

the last two molars on each side.

Coles's U [».YQ3] sliows at the lips a contact very

closely resembling that obtained in these experiments, the cen¬

tral ftfee area in_ihis case being a mere trifle wider. The
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elongated lateral contact-areas on the palate are such as might

be obtained by a combination of the Y and 03 results in the

presentexperiments, if the Y were feebly formed, being little

more than an E3. It is an actual reproduction of Coles's area

for E [=E3]. They evidently do not belong to the 03 part of

the combination. Kingsley erroneously says there is no linguo<

palatal contact: but Techmer adds a note indicating that there

is a contact-area, posterior to the region shown on my type ui

diagram.

Wallis strangely makes this vowel the labial of

middle aperture, considering the French u (German ti) as the

close labial vowel, a sound which as we shall see later is not

a pure labial.

2. Medium. (O^J. This is the o of English,

French, Italian, and German (go, code, potere, woge): it is

also represented in French by au and eau (auteur, beau), and
in English by ow (snow), ou (shoulder), oa (coal) and oe (hoe)

The contact of the lips here is distinctly less,

both in lateral and antero-posterior extent, than in 03.
Width of non-contact area, upper lip 14/l6ths, lower lip ll/L6ths:

actually at the time 8/l6ths (1/2). The contact extends nearer

the middle line on the lower lip than on the upper. This is

due to the fact that in 03 the lower lip is kept almost straight,

while the upper one is concave: in 03, on the other hand, (at

any rate if emphatically pronounced) the two lips are both con¬

cave and about equally so. The difference is indicated by a

sketch on the plates of these two letters. It is to be noted

that in 02 there is no contact of the tongue with the palate.

PLATES
3, 4»,

PLATE 1

Fig. A.'
PLATE 3

Fig. A.
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Coles's lip contact area is accurate save that it

is too broad, for certainly an ordinary Q2 does not involve the

contact of the whole thickness of the prolabia. Neither he

nor King3ley indicate any contact of tongue and palate: but

Techmer believes there is a contact area far back. I have

experimented carefully, and am convinced that Kingsley and Coles

are correet, provided a pure 02 be uttered. If however the

Q2 be prolonged and tend to pass into Q3, there is a contact

at once, and Techmer was probably misled thus.

This vowel is made by many authors the intermediary

between A3 and 03, and the next vowel (Q1) is made a sub-inter¬

mediary on the A3 side. But the principal strait in A® is at

the other extreme of the mouth from that in 03, Q2, and Q1.

There is a tendency in this vowel if prolonged to

take on the Q3 characters more or less strongly: this is not

an isolated phenomenon, and its significance will be discussed

later.

3. 0 p e n . CO1]. This is the Italian o aperto

(togliere): the French and English o before r (ore, encore).

It is not recognised in German. It rnajr also be written au in

French (aurai): and au (caught), ou (thought), or aw (awful) in

English.

In it there is no actual contact between lower and

upper lip. Possibly the labial portion of the orbicularis

oris (true sphincter) is acting alone in this case, whereas its

action is modified by that of the facial portion with its bony

and cartilaginous attachments in the other cases. The distance

between the upper and lower lips in the centre is ordinarily
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with me just over l/4 inch. There is no linguo-palatal

contact.

Neither Coles nor Kingsley refers to this vowel:

their results would of course be entirely negative.
3

This is often said to be a modification of A .

„ut both its phonetic quality and its articulatory mechanism

bring it into closer relation to 03 and 03. It has no relation

to A3, as there is no noticeable contraction of the posterior

pillars of the fauces. Arnold, though he indicates it by

says of it:- "This vowel ought to be classed with o rather than

with a".

PALATAL VOWELS.

1. C 1 o s e . [E3]. This is the continental i»

as it occurs in French (cri), German (wider), Italian (gli).

It is very variously represented in English, occasionally by

i (mchine), usually by e (we), and often by two signs, such as

ae (aesthetic), eo (people), oe (coelenterate), ee (meefe), ea

(meat), ei (receive), ie (believe), and ey(key): also excaption-

ally by ay (quay). A true short form of this occurs in thhe

final vowel of the word jubilee, which is quite different from

that of city. It is the vowel nearly resembling the consonant

Y, just as 03 resembles the consonant W.

When this vowel is at all strongly pronounced there ~ cP L A 1 Hi D

is a distinst retraction of the angles of the mouth: but it can 6*
be distinctly uttered without this occurring. The tongue comes

into contact with the palate over a considerable area: it is

to be noted, however, that this area does not extend to the

anterior part of the palate (or of the tongue), but corresponds
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almost exactly to the molar zone. The area of contact is bi¬

lateral, and the central area of non-contact is 5/8ths of an

inch broad, so that a horizontal slit shaped passage is formed

between the tongue and the palate.

Kingsley's E [>E3] is a very fair approximation,

though its contact area goes farther forward than in my experi¬

ments, including the whole bicuspid zone, and is prolonged be¬

hind the molar zone. (It is to be noted that in all Kingsley's

figures only two molars are shown, the "wisdom" being omitted.)

Coles's E also extends from bicuspid to post-molar zone, but is

a streak of almost uniform breadth. It is difficult to -under¬

stand how any contact-area can extend to the lower teeth as shown

in the lower diagram for this letter: and certainly a far great¬

er width of the sides of the tongue is used than is shown by

Coles. The difference between a full and emphatic enunciation

of a phone and a brief partial one is well seen by comparing

Coles's E [=E3] and I. His I is of course the English name of

the vowel (i.e. the diphthong A3E3), and the latter component,

E3, is but briefly and incompletely enunciated. The first com¬

ponent, we shall see later, causes no contact of tongue and pal¬

ate and consequently the whole of the contact figure is due to

the second component. The contact-areas are similar in position,

but are much shrunken: and the palatal area does not extend at

all beyond the molar zone. It is possible that this represents

A3E2' rather than A3E3, for there is some difference in the

production of this end other diphthongs.

As usually described the strait is said to come to

the front of the resonance cavity,- "flask with a narrow neck":

but any attempt to bring the strait as far forward as this res—
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lilts in the importation of a consonantal element, that of Zh,

into the sound. Merkel says, "The transverse section decreases

from the ostium laryngis to the anterior part of the mouth canal,

becoming a narrow flattened canal, which is expanded between the

incisors and the lips into a narrow cleft diverging on both sides":

we see however that there is a widening of the passage posterior

uo the incisors.

2. Medium. [E^]. This is the continental e,

in German (ewig), Italian (allegro), and e aigu in French (aimft).

It is the English a long (fate), and is also expressed by ea

(great), ey (obey), ai (aim), ay (pay), ei (weight).

The tongue contact is here both narrower and shorter
PLATES

than in E®, thus leaving a much broader canal, and also a greater 7»
free space at the front of the palate. The anterior end of the

contact-area does not come beyond the second molar, and the width

of the central canal is from 7/8ths to 1 inch. In this vowel

there is not the noticeable tendency to retraction of the cor¬

ners of the lips which occurs in E^; but if compared with the

guttural vowels it will be found that the corners are somewhat

held back.

-

Coles's A [=e2] is very like his E [«E3], occupying

the whole bicuspid zone, but not entering the molar zone at all.

This close resemblance is not inprobably due to the tendency of

the medium vowel when prolonged to pass into the close one.

Kingsley's figure for A very closely resembles that of our dia¬

gram, the contact area however slightly enters the bicuspid zone.

Merkel says that E E23 is related agglutinatively
^ C-S3], into which it tends to change if prolonged, because
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the organs, especially the jaw and tongue, in going back to the

rest position are inclined to approach almost to touching, so

that on the road the I sound must occur. The fact he notes is

not an isolated one, but a corresponding tendency occurs, as we

have seen, in the case of 03; his explanation seems rather

obscure. The cause is probably a matter of air-pressure, but

to this I shall return later.

3. C 1 o s e . [El]. In English this sound is

usually expressed by er (her): but it may be written in several

other ways. It is almost always followed by an r, which however,

in the ordinary pronunciation of English is most frequently mute.

(In many cases, as we shall see in considering R, the so-called

pronunciation of this phone in English is nothing more than a

modification of the preceding vowel). It thus occurs as i (sir)

o (work), u (cur), y (martyr). It is the French e muet (le),

and approximately the eu (peu) and the oeu (soeur) of that lan¬

guage. It occurs where e is followed by r in terminal syllables

in German (Pfarrer): and in unaccented er in Italian (mercante).

Here the characteristic modifying elements are at

their smallest: but it is easy to recognise them and to make

plain the mechanism of the whole series of palatal vowels by

pronouncing, with the mouth as widely open as possible, the

vowels Ah, Er, Eh, Ee [A**, E1, E^, E®] in succession. The jaws

should not be allowed to approximate at all in doing this. It

will then be evident that the great difference between I?and E^

is that in the former the fauces can be entirely seen, whereas

in the second the lower portion of the faucial aperture, and
*

even the tip of the uvula is hidden by the dorsum of the tongue,
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which, produces the characteristic strait of the series. The
elevation of the dorsum increases in so that only the extreme

front of the palate is visible: and in E3 even the hard palate

is hidden by the tongue. The retraction of the angles of the

mouth (a secondary character of this series) is also seen by
this process, and may be felt even in El, if this be contrasted

with A3 by alternate repetition of each vowel: it increases in

subsequent members of the series. As there is no contact, our

method of experiment is unavailable for investigating this sound.

In Brlicke's classification this is one of the three

central vowels of the pyramid, all of.which are very closely

related, and all of which Merkel includes under his 8, the

single central vowel of his pyramid.

GUTTURAL VOWELS.

1. C 1 o s e . [A3]. This is the continental a:

it occurs in German (haben), French (patrie), and Italian

(stato). It is also represented by a long in English (father).
It is treated by some authors as the natural vowel, that is, the

sound produced by anyone wno throws the larynx into action with¬

out any attempt to modify the voice.

The speech organs of whose position we are consci¬

ous are at their widest and least constrained position: but

tlat it is far from being a rest-position will be evident to

anyone who willnutter before a glass the vowel sounds of the

words fat, cut, calf, in succession, watching meanwhile the

action of the palato—pharyngei in approximating more and more

with each successive vowel the posterior pillars of the fajices,

and producing ah increasingly marked strait at that part of the
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air-passage. It is at once evident that this process is exact¬

ly similar to those we have already observed in the labial and

palatal series of vowels. In all the mambers of the guttural

seriesj there is. wide opening of the mouth, so that the tongue

nowhere touches the palate, and consequently our special method

of investigation gives merely negative results.

The analogy of the dose guttural vowel to the close

vowels of the labial and palatal series ought to be completed

by a near relationship to some consonant, and so it is, though

not quite so exactly as in the two preceding series. "As soon,"

says Merkel, "as the articulatory narrowing of A is so far con¬

tracted by further apposition of the organs that the air passes

through it with an audible noise, the A passes into vocalised eh

[Gh]." This is not exactly accurate, for in this case an addi¬

tional element is brought into play in order to produce the

necessary further constriction to bring about a friction sound

and this convert the vowel into a consonant. If the extreme

posterior portion of the tongue be raised so as to assist in

contracting the air-passage at the fauces, and a laryngeal sound

be uttered the consonant Gh is produced. Merkel also says that

the tongue has a tendencjf to this movement in prolonged A3 when

the breath is failing: a curious fact, with some analogy to the

tendency of E2 to become E3, and of 02 to become O3. Ellis

points out that while the short a in English is usually the

phone which we shall presently describe as A1, yet this is not

invariably the case, for in the word partake the first a is not

altered in character by prolongation, and is therefore a true

short form of A3»
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2. M e d i u m . [A2]. This is the vowel of the
A.

words eat, but, &c. Ellis*says that it occurs very commonly
in English and Dutch: that it occurs as a nasalized vowel in
French (un, aucun): and that it does not occur in anyother

European language, though it is common in Asia. It has been

considerably neglected by writers on the subject, and seems to

be the indefinite vowel of some authors.

It has already been said in considering the guttur¬

al series that this vowel is uttered with the tongue flat in

the floor of the mouth, and with the fauee3 in a state of medium

contraction. There is no retraction of the corners of the

mouth: nor is there any elevation of tire tongue, the only strait

being at the fauces.

Its position is not generally recognised: thus, for
2

instance, Pitman makes it the short form of oh [0 ] with which

it cannot be shown to have any relation. Wallis fails to dis¬

tinguish between this and E^, for he gives as examples of his

"vocalis gutturalis clausa" the words turn, burn, dull, cut.

Ellis also gives it a very close relation to E^, making it the

stopped form of thet vowel. Bishop Wilkins gave it a distinct

place, but without any corresponding "long" vowel, and with the

comment that "it is scarcely acknowledged by any nation but the

Welsh". It escapes the notice of tire German authors, but is

probably the phone which Brficke represents by e°, and is con-

$ Alex: J. Ellis, B.A., a worker along with Sir Isaac
Pitman at the subject of phonetic spelling, wrote a number of
works on this subject, one of the most important being his
"Essentials of Phonetics" £Lond. 1848, 8vo.]. This is a very
thorough and careful study^of speech-sounds from the point of
view of spelling reform: it does not deal with physiology or
acoustics.
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founded with E1 by Merkel under the designation 8. A careful

ear, however, is able to distinguish these sounds, and visual

demonstration of their difference can be obtained before a look¬

ing glass. In A2 the dorsum of the tongue is flattened, and

the greater part of the fauces is plainly visible: the moment

the sound is altered to El, the dorsujb of the tongue rises so

that only the extreme upper and anterior part of the fauces is

to be seen. Moreover, with the posterior part of the dorsum

firmly held down by a spatula the guttural vowel can be pronoun¬

ced quite clearly, while the palatal one cannot.

3. 0 p e n . [A1]. This is the short English a

(hat), and occurs in the French and Italian languages also (patte,

fatto): there is no exact equivalent in German, the short S,
which Brttcke gives as an equivalent being somewhat different.

Ellis 1ms a long vowel corresponding to it, which he says is the

Irish pronunciation of the first letter of the alphabet, and is

the Wiltshire and Somersetshire a in father and balm. This is

a true long vowel, and also exists in America (at any rate in

Pennsylvania) as the vowel of almond, half, laugh, &c.

There little tfi be said about it: but it is worthy
!

of-note that there are two subsidiary changes accompanying the

diminishing contraction of the fauces in the vowels of thii

series; one is a slight raising of the tongue, not at the post-"

erior part to affect the faucial aperture at all, but about its

middle, and probably simply secondary to the alteration in the

fauces: at any rate it is not essential to the production of

the sounds, for there is no difficulty in uttering a pure A1
with the tongue firmly held down by a spatula. The other change
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is a slight retraction of the angles of the mouth: this does not
exist at all in A3 or even in A2, and in A1 it is decidedly less

marked than in E-*-.

Having thus considered the nine vowels which we may

call primary or better principal ones, there are one or two gen¬

eral points which may be dealt with before passing on to the

intermediary vowels.

Tendency towards closure.

One is the tendency, remarked by Merkel in regard to E2, that

when prolonged it inclines to pass into E3, the vowel of close

aperture in the same series. This phenomenon is well-known,

and has been noted by Ellis. Merkel's explanation is that in

passing from the E2 position to the rest position the organs pass

through the E position. This can hardly be correct, for in

the rest position the tongue lies in the floor of the mouth,

whereas in the E3 position it is more raised towards the palate

than in that for E2»

A similar tendency (also noted by Ellis) occurs in

the ease of 02, which inclines when prolonged to pass into 03,
the narrower vowel of its series. A careful ear will also note,

though in much less degree, the tendency in A2 to become A3.
.

This point has not escaped the notice of Dr. J. A. H.
'

Murray, in his monumental "New English Dictionary". Thus the

"ordinary" vowel in survey (subst.) and depot lias as its corres¬

ponding long vowel that in rain, they, which Murray rightly re¬

presents by e1 [=E2E3]. So also the ordinary o of hero lias as

its corresponding long vowel that of so and soul, which is anal¬

ogously represented by ou |>0203]. "The halsf-sized u, are
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Lxsed to express the second element in the imperfect or doubtful

diphthongs in fate, note, which many orthoepists treat only as

long e, o„" Melville Bell also recognised this by inserting a

"voice-glide" after the vowel in such words as owed, foe, beau:

and in aim, day.

The true explanation seems to be that when the ex¬

piratory force fails and the breath pressure is lowered more

narrowing of the air-passages is required to produce an equiv¬

alent acoustic effect. In favour of this is Merkel's own state¬

ment that when the breath is failing in uttering A3, the tongue

is brought closer to the fsjices, as if to increase the constric¬

tion, There is an analogous phenomenon in the relation of the

voiced consonants to their respective voiceless ones.

The voiceless Vowel. [H]. We

may also at this point ask ourselves whether there is such a

thing as a voiceless vowel, bearing the same relation to the

vowel that P does to B, for instance. The etymology of the

word vowel seems opposed to this: all current definitions of a

vowel exclude it: and even the one we have framed does not stric¬

tly include the voiceless vowel.

That such a thing exists there can be no doubt.

Indeed several authors, including some of the pioneers of the

subject, have recognised more or less fully the facts on which

this statement is based, though apparently they have not real¬

ised their full significance. Thus Dalgarno says:- "The whole

essence of the letter H consists in a strong impulse of the breath

in the production of the vowels, whether in expiration or in¬

spiration." Holder also says that it affects "only the breath,
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and that by addition only of force but not by any new figure in

the mouth, and so cannot properly be called a letter". Merkel

says, "The whole resonance tube, from the larynx to the mouth

aperture, is just so much opened ar shut as the following vowel

necessitates. During the formation of the H, the tongue does

not actually take the position which it will have for the relat¬

ed vowel: thus with I C«E3] it lies deeper than the x^osition

for the vowel." Arnold says:- "The organs adapt themselves to

the form required by the associated vowel in its articulation."

Kempelen puts the matter yet more plainly:- "This letter has a

special quality distinguishing it from all others. It consists

in the fact that it has no special position, but takes that of

the vowel which follows it. Vhat is to Say, when the velum,

the tongue and the lips have taken the position required for

forming a vowel, the voice which should produce it is not heard

at once, but the lungs first give a mere blast in this position,

after which the glottis narrows and begins to sound."

These authors therefore recognise (1) that H is not

a single letter but produced in various positions: (2) that it

has a very close relation to the following vowel. The very

point noted by Merkel as to the position of the tongue ( in H

preceding e3) being not exactly that of the vowel is strongly

corroborative of the theory that H bears the same relation to

the vowels that the voiceless consonants do to the voiced, for
we shall see later that the aperture at the point of articula¬

tion is almost constantly a little wider in a voiceless conson¬

ant than in the corresponding voiced one.

Moreover the production of H has been very variously

explained by various authors: and some have evidently had a feel-
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ing that their explanation needed qualifying. Thus Foster, in

his text-book, says that a consonantal sound may be formed by

the glottis itself supplying a constriction, but in such a way

that the vocal cords are not thrown into musical vibration.™

But he seems to think the air-passages have also to do with the

production of the phone, for he adds,- "The expiratory blast,

driven through the series of irregular passages gives rise to

the irregular vibrations which constitute the sound." Thausing

rightly distinguishes between "(1) our H, where the air passes

without noise through the wide opening of the glottis, and first

produces a sound by its impact on the walls of the pharynx" * and

a(2) the rougher Ha or Him of the Arabs, where the air rubs on

the edges of the somewhat contracted rima glottidis". The ex¬

periment by which Brtieke tries to establish that H is produced

with narrowed glottis is not conclusive: and indeed he contra¬

dicts himself, for he says that "the aspirate always begins with

glottis quite wide open, and the cords approach each other until

the vowel is sounded out". If the aspirate begins while the

glottis is wide open, it is evident that it cannot be produced

by narrowing of the glottis. His experiment in "continuous

production" of an H is probably due to a fallacy. A3 a matter

of fact a true vowel-H is next to impossible to produce contin¬

uously save for the very briefest space of time, the consumption

of expired air is so great and the lowering of air-pressure so

rapid. The position of the vocal cords in this experiment cor¬

responds exactly with that described by him in the immediately

preceding paragraph as that for the "vox clandestina", and it

is probable that instead of uttering a pure vowel—H, he really
uttered a whispered a whispered vowel prefixed with a momentary
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H, a combination easily mistaken for a sustained H.
The attentive articulation of the syllables hah,

hee, hoo, shows that the H sound is produced by a different pos¬

ition of the organs in each case. It is the first of these

sounds, apparently, which is described by Thausing as "our Hu,
where the sound is produced by impact on the walls of the pharynx:

and it is interesting to note that Merkel says that the trans¬

verse section of the pharynx is somewhat smaller in a [A3] than

in H, thus conforming to the rule that the air-tube is larger

in the voiceless than in the voiced member of the pair. The

corresponding narrowing of the passage in the vowel as compared

with H can be seen in a mirror when hee or hoo is jittered. In

discussing this subject we have taken as examples the three vow¬

els of least aperture: the phenomenon is .mast marked in these

vowels, but it occurs in the others also. In some cases (but

not in all) among those of wider aperture the narrowing down from

the H position to that of the vowel is not noticeable. This

is the case in El; but on the other hand in 0^ the contraction

of the lips is quite distinct.

There is a true consonant—H, which is not very fre¬

quent in English, and which will be considered in its due place.

INTERMEDIATE VOWELS.

We have now to pass to the intermediate vowels, w

which we shall treat principally as they are used in English:

though one of tne most characteristic is practically unknown in

England.

There are two kinds of intermediate vowels: (1) those

belonging to one of the three great series, but of intermediate
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aperture: and (2) those which combine the characters of two of
the series. Of the first kind two can exist in each series,

one between the close and medium vowel, and one between the

medium and opens*

Labial Intermediate. In the lab¬

ial series, only one occurs in English: it comes between 0s and

03, and is the vowel of full or of foot. It may also be writ¬

ten by an o in English (wolf). (02'].
The lip-contact is almost as great in lateral extent

as in Q3, but is not made along so broad a line. The linguo-

palatal contact-anea is much reduced from that of Q3, being of

little width, and not extending in front of the last molar.

This vowel is usually considered as the short form

of 03. Arnold, indeed, though generally somewhat of a "split¬

ter", in this case actually combines the two, saying definitely

"Nothing id gained by reducing it to two or more vowels".

One can, however, drawl out the word pull as long as one likes

without transforming it into pool.

Palatal Intermediaries. In

the E or palatal series both intermediaries occur.

A.. Medium-clowse Intermediary,. [E2']. This is the

vowifel of the word fit: and it occurs, at least approximately,

in French (pitii) and German (bitte): In Italian the short i

seems to be a true short form of E3.

The true intermediary position of this vowel is well
]

brought out in the diagrams. The contact-area on each side is

considerably narrower than in E3, but at the same time longer

than in E2. The palate-painting method gives the best results

as a rule on the tongue, the palate-spraying on the palate: h

L A T E S

9, 10.

LATES
11, 12.
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hence in generalising end forming the type diagram the painting

result lias been recorded on the tongue (save for an apparently

accidental splash) and the spraying result on the palate.

It is almost superfluous to call attention once more

to the fact that there is something more than mere length of

sound distinguishing fit from feet. The study of the diagrams

for the two sounds, as well as the observation of the sounds

themselves, clearly shows this. Ellis says that in Russian,

Polish, and Bohemian there is a long vowel corresponding to this

intermediary.

B. Medium-open Intermediary. [El']. This is the

English short e (wet): it occurs also in French (metter), Ger¬

man (schnell) and Italian (bello).

The diagrams well indicate its close relationship to
PLATES

E^. Experiment shows that in this vowel (as ordinarily pronoun-

ced, with an aperture of about 5/8ths of an inch between the

lips) the posterior part of each edge of the tongue is rested

against the teeth or the adjacent part of the hard palate. The

contact-area practically corresponds to the hindermost molar,

or at most reaches the hinder edge of the second molar. The

area on each side is narrow, so that the free spac§ between is

at least an inch wide.

This is usually considered as the short sound of E#,
but here again no prolongation or abbreviation of the vowel sound

can transform wet into wait or vice versa. Some of the older

authors, misled by English orthography, treat this sound as the

short form of E®, an error which needs no confutation. The

German 8,, which is practically this vowel with a tendency to

approach more closely to the E^ position, is represented by
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an intermediary between A3 and E2, probably on account of its

orthography: but its correct position would seem (both on acous¬

tic and artieulatory grounds) to be here.

Guttural Intermediate. The

intermediate vowels in the guttural series are less distinct.

No intermediary between A3 and A2 seems to occur in English.

There is however an intermediary between A2 and A1 [A1'] in the

vowel of the final syllable of royal, &c. At first sight it

might seem mere hair-splitting to differentiate this vowel: but

it is undoubtedly pedantic to give it the same sound as a in

fat, and equally is it slipshod to pronounce it as the u in but;
while there is no possibility of escaping by assuming that there

is no vowel there at all, but merely the semi-vocal liquid L,

for there is a roost evident distinction between the utterance

of royal and oil, only to be accounted for by the presence of

another vowel before the 1. The same vowel also occurs as an

initial, e.g., in the word amidst, where againjam&dst is pedant¬

ic, while umidat is slipshod.

It must be noted that this class of intermediaries,

which are distinguished merely by degree of aperture are capable

of considerable multiplication by taking into account delicate

slides of difference. It..is these shades which distinguish

dialects of the same tongue, and which make the difference bet¬

ween speaking a foreign tongue like a .native, and speaking it

correctly, but with a foreign accent. Thus it te.s already

been hinted that the German E has no exact equivalent in English

and similarly the French eu (jeune), e grave, e eirconflexe,

and a circonflexe are sub-gradations unfamiliar to English ears.
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Turning now to those intermedial1 ies which combine

the characters of two different series, the most typical of them

does not occur in English but is common in French and German.

Labio-palatal Intermediar¬

ies. The French u (German & is intermediate between Q3 and

E®. It is often described as being the lip position of 0^
combined with the tongue position of E3: but this is not strictly

i

accurate. The diagrams show the lip position to be more close¬

ly that of 02' than that of 03: i.e., the lips are less firmly

pressed together, giving a narrower area of contact, and the

contact scarcely extends <so far towards the middle line. It

is Still more evident from the experiments that the tongue pos¬

ition is not the same as that of E3. The contact area reaches

decidedly further forward than in E3, including most of the b

breadth of the hinder bicuspid, and the central channel has a

tendency to be hour-glass shaped, which does not occur in the

E3 position. Brttcke divides this vowel into two, which he

designates u* and iu. There are dialectic varieties of the

pronunciation of this sound, and it is avowedly on such variet¬

ies that Brticke bases his division. The varying pronunciations

of the Scotch guid are well known: in different parts of the

country it varies from good (with so to speak, but a mere trace

of the e sound in it^ to almost geed, yet with a trace of the

rounding of -the lips remaining. These are but the extreme

limits however of the "Spielraum" of one phone, not two distinct

phones. I indicate this vowel by Qe3.
There is. another intermediary between the labial

and palatal series of vowels, occurring in the wide position

of the parts. (Qel]. This is the vowel of what, pot, &c.
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It occurs in French (populeux), Italian (bocca), and in German
both in a short form (von) and a long one (wahl, arm). One is

at first inclined to complete the analogy between the labial

and palatal series by giving this a position in the pure labial
series corresponding to that of El' in the palatal. A little

care however, will show that this is not its true position.

The tongue position remains almost unchanged from that of 01:
but the lip position instead of becoming more compressed, with

further contraction of the orbicularis oris (i.e., approaching

the Q2 position ), is somewhat elongated by a very slight retrac¬

tion of the angles of the mouth, thus giving the vowel something

of the E1 character. As the whole position of the organs in

this vowel is not so far from the rest position as in Oe^, its

mixed labio-palatal character is of course less distinct. As

a general rule there is little difficulty or difference of opin¬

ion about the vowels of narrow aperture, their articulatory pos¬

itions being quite perceptible to the speaker himself as we11

as to others: and there is even considerable unanimity as to

the medium vowels: but it is in regard to those of wide aperture,

where the strait in the air-passages which gives to the vowel

its characteristic timbre is least developed, and therefore

the timbre least individualised, that difficulty arises as to

their exact relationships and as to the intermediate nuances.

The same remark applies in rather less degree to the guttural

series as compared with the two anterior ones, for the position

of tee fauces is not so easily 3een, nor is the speaker consci¬

ous of it as he is of the position of tongue and lips.

"indefinite Vowel" . The question

of the so-called indefinite vowelmis a thorny one. Hi is is
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the short vowel heard, or scarcely heard, in unaccented syllables,

usually final, e.g., mutton (where some authors hold that there

is no vowel at all), action, attachment, greater, capable, and
the large classes of words with these same final syllables.

One essential point in all these terminations is that the vowel

is followed by a consonant which requires the elevation of the

tip of the tongue (L, R, N). It is possible that^the rapid
enunciation of the vowels the elevation of the tip of the tongue

to produce the following consonant modifies their character

and so renders tham atypical. The vowel is not the same in

all of these. In u-er" it is hardly, if at all, distinguishable

from the typical E1: in fact it is a true short form of that

vowel. In mutton on the other hand it is an almost typical

short A2: while in the other three instances (-tion, -ment,

and -ble) it is an intermediary between these two in which the

dorsum of the tongue is less raised than in the palatal, but

more so than in the guttural. These are therefore instances

of a mixed palato-guttural vowel, .

One of the most careful studies of the English vowels,

not from the physiological aspect at all, but merely from that

of the laxicographer who wishes to record with accuracy the

shades (often changing greatly in the course of years) of pro¬

nunciation, is that prefixed to Dr. Murray's New English Dic¬

tionary, to which I have made reference before. The nature of
*

the "indefinite vowel" is carefully stated therein. "in mod-

em English speecn the vowels are regularly obscured in syllables
that have neither primary nor subordinate stress, especially
in those that follow the main stress: they then approach or

fall into the sound of the mid-mixed vowel [e in fern]. But in
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syllabic or rhetorical pronunciation, or in singing, the origin¬

al vowels are more or less heard: by writing these with the

mark of obscuration, we are enabled to indicate at once the

theoretical and the actual pronunciation."

His list of obscure vowels is very careful and ac¬

curate, and is worth reproducing here, with the addition of the

rendering which I should propose for them.

a in amoeba LA1'] is the obscure form of a in alms [A3]

a ) maniac [A1] ,, ,, J ) a 3 3 >H i—i

u » datum [Ea1'] ,, ,, J » u 3 3 cut [A2]
e » moment [Ea1'] ,, ,, i > e ) 3 yet [El']
a separate [E2, short] ,, 3 J e 3 3 survey(sub.)
e j added [E1',sht.], entail [Ea1'] e J 3 ever [E1]
i » vanity [E2'] ,, ,, > 3 i 3 > sit [E2']
e » remain [E1,sht.],, ,, 3 3 e 3 3 react [E3]
0 » theoryLOe1] ,, ,, » 3 0 3 3 glory [Q1]
0 j violet [Oe1, often E1],, 3 5 0 » > hero [0s]
au, authority [O1] ,, ,, > ) a J 3 watch [Oe1]
0 connect, amazon [A2] ,, 3 > 0 3 3 got [Oe1]
u s verdure, measure [E1] ,, » > u 3 3 pure [O^E1]
u J circular [E2'q2'] 3 5 u 3 3 actual, few
0 s altogether[02'] ,, J} > 3 o 3 3 unto [03]

rS'nSi
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Consonants. We now turn from the vowels

to the easier subject of the consonants. Here the classifica¬

tions adopted by receht authors agree in all essentials, differ¬

ing only in minor details. The classification here adopted is
based on that taught me by Dr. John Wyllie, and prefixed to his

book on the Disorders of Speech. While this is unsurpassed

for clearness, and is probably the.bft<S& possible for teaching

stammerers,(and even for giving to medical students a good groun¬

ding in the physiology of articulate speech), it lacks precision

in not recognising some of the smaller distinctions. Thus, for

instance, the position of Th and S is not differentiated, both

being called merely "linguo-dentals". It is impossible to have

two distinct voiceless fricatives produced at the same articula-

tory position. Any one who will pronounce two or three times

in succession the word "saith" or the word "this" in front of

a looking glass will be at once convinced that there is an im¬

portant difference in the position of the tongue in these two

sounds, the Th being "linguo-acro-dental", while the S is "lin-

guo-baso-dental" (or "linguo-alveolar"). In that table also

the various classes of letters are distinguished by different

types: but this is not so satisfactory as giving them separate

columns.

Before proceeding to the consideration of individual

consonants it is desirable to look at the various ways in which

consonantal phones can be produced. One need only refer to

the fundamental division of consonants into "voiced", in which

the adventitious noise which characterises the consonant is, so

to speak, engrafted upon the laryngeal vibrations: and "voiee-

less", where the noise produced by the articulatory organs is
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the sole element in the consonant.

There are four ways in which a consonant can be pro¬

duced

1. §y closing the passage through the mouth altog¬
ether, and allowing the soft palate to hang down, so that the
sound produced ht the larynx and the air issuing from it pass
out through the nose. The consonants thus produced are nasals.
Voiceless nasals do not exist: the effort to produce them res¬

ults in merely an audible nasal expiration, ^iich cannot be dif¬
ferentiated according to the position at which the mouth cavity

is blocked, for it is the resonance of the laryngeal vibrations
in the portion of the pharynx and mouth behind the block which

enables the various voiced nasals to be distinguished.

In the other three classes of consonants the mouth !

is shut off from the nose by elevation of the soft palate.

8. There may be complete closure of the buccal

passage, followed by a sudden opening of the passage, giving exit

to the air-current and (in the voiced consonants) to the voice.

The consonants thus produced are explosives, and in them (as

indicated in our rider to the definition of a phone) there is

of necessity a movement of the parts."
**' Brlicke and Thausing rightly explain that the alphabet¬

ic sign for these explosives indicates the position of closurej
though this and ail explosives really, when fully produced, con- j
sist of three distinct parts:- l.The closure of the lips: 2.The
maintenance of that closure against pressure: and 3.The sudden
opening to allow the more or less forcible exit of the air. All
three are not always present. One must however take exception
to one statement of Thausing's, that"the production of the clos¬
ure is perceptible in a final explosive, its abolition in an in¬
itial one". This implies that just as the construction of the
closure does not form part of the acoustic result in the initial
position, so its abolition does not in the final position. But
this is erroneous: no one will contend that a true P or B is for¬
med if the word cap or cab is uttered without the separation of
the lips after they have been brought into contact. It is poss¬
ible to form a very imperfect substitute for the B by means of
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3. In place of complete closure, there may be only
narrowing of the mouth passage (to a greater degree than in
vowel production ) accompanied by the production of a rubbing
sound from the air passing over the constriction. Such conson¬

ants are fricatives. The current may be mesial, unilateral,

or bilateral: and we shall see that the acoustic nature of the

consonant is greatly influenced by these variations.
4. In other cases the parts forming the constriction

may themselves be thrown into vibration by the issuing air,
and thus communicate to it a series of vibrations, which are

too slow to produce a musical tone. Such consonants are call¬

ed vibrants.

In considering the individual consonants we shall

follow the same order as in the case of the vowels and take

first those which are produced most anteriorly.

LABIALS.

1. Voiced Explosive. £B]. This

phone is represented by the letter B in all European languages.

The lips are compressed together and then allowed

siddenly to open, the vocal cords vibrating meanwhile. Arnold

introduced the happy term "voice-stop" for this and the analog¬

ous letters, using"air—stop" for the corresponding voiceless

phones. The only contact is at the lips, which are brought

together along a line of considerable and uniform width.

Kingsley's method was of course not applicable to
what German authors call the "B1 Shlaut": but in the voiceless
explosive even this is wanting. Similarly it is found that
a true T or D cannot conclude a word without the tongue separ¬
ating from the palate: nor can a G or K be duly ended with the
tongue still touching the palate.

PLATES
17, 18.
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this phone, nor to any of the labials« Coles's B is night as

regards the lips. How the extensive tongue-palate contact-area

occurred is difficult to understand. It is plain that coniplete

contact, across the mouth cannot be dike to the vowel sound in

the name of the letter (Bee). One would at first think that

the application of the tongue to the roof of the mouth would

necessarily change the character of the phone, and make it a D:

but it is possible to produce a satisfactory B with the tongue

pressed against the palate, because the wir escapes around it

and gets between the teeth and cheeks, and its resonance in

this space produces the desired effect.

Coles also indicates that the posterior pillars of

the fauces touch the posterior pharyngeal wall: I have not

succeeded in painting the posterior pillars of my fauces, and

have even found that it required some care and practice to paint

the uvula completely. The contact, however, is correct, for

the nose is as we have seen shut off from the mouth. The whole

question of the palato-pharyngeal contacts as shown in Coles's

diagrams is very puzzling. Sometimes the contact is shown as

occurring between the posterior pillars of the fauces, as here:

sometimes (e.g. in D) between the anterior pillars and the p

pharynx, which scarcely seems possible: and sometimes (as in C)
between both pairs of pillars and the pharynx, a contact even

more impossible, if one may use such a phrase. Again, it is

clearly established that in all English phones save the nasals

the soft palate occludes the nose: but in manycases (viz., A, E,
F, H, I, J, L, 0, Q, R, U, V, X, Y, Ch.) there is no indication
of this palato-pharyngeal contact. This must I fear remain

■unexplained.
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An early error (occurring in Wallis's work) in regard
to the difference between the mechanism between B and P has been

revived recently by so able an author as Fournii, viz., that the

air escapes by the mouth only in P, but by nostrils as well as

mouth in B. This error probably arose from the fact that in B

the laryngeal sound can be continued for some time before the

explosion occurs, it being therefore supposed that the air which

passes through the larynx in this phonation must find exit by

the nose. If a knife be held under the nostrils while this

sound is uttered with prolongation of the preliminary laryngeal

vibrations, it will be found that neither during the preliminary

period nor during the explosion is there the slightest dimming

of the steel. Moreover it is quite plain that the air which

passes through the larynx enters the closed buccal cavity, for

as soon as the laryngeal sound begins the pressure of air in

the mouth rises and the cheeks are almost at onee puffed out:

this goes on till the point is reached when the air in the mouth

is at the same pressure as that in the trachea, when of course

no more can pass through the larynx, and the vibration of the

vocal cords ceases, whether the explosion follows instantly or

no. One finds, as might be expected, that this preliminary

laryngeal sound cannot be sustained so long in D as in B, and

a still shorter time in G: for, the point of blocking being

iarther back in each case, the cavity to be filled is progress—

ively less, and consequently the air reaches its maximum press¬

ure more rapidly. Experiment on myself shows that, with the

same intensity of phonation, the periods during which the pre¬

liminary stage can be maintained are in the relation (as nearly
as can be observed without elaborate apparatus) of B, 2*5: D,

3 0: G, 1 0. In fact, if the phonation be energetic, these
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fxgurgs may be taken as tbe number 01 seconds durin2 which it
can be prolonged.

2. Voiceless Explosive. [P],

Hi is is represented in all European languages by the sign P.

From the fact that there is no voice it is impossible to make

this phone audible till the actual moment of the explosion: henee

it and its homologues have been called mutes.

The experiment shows that there is a closure of the

lips differing from that of B only in that the line of contact

is narrower.

Coles's P lias a linguo-palatine contact area, equally

puzzling with, though less extensive than the corresponding one

in B. The difference in the labial contact is not well marked

in his experiments.

Arnold and Fournii have tried to show that the mech¬

anism of P varies according to the succeeding vowel. There is

no doubt that the opening of the lips which permits the explosive

exit of air is different in "pa" from that in "poo", but this

difference does not truly belong to P but to the succeeding vov/el.

It mast be kept in mind that the movements in passing from one

phone to another must of necessity be different for each piossible

combination: but the essehce of each phone, as stated in our

definition, is not the movement taking place in the organs, but
the characteristic position taken up by them at the moment of

full production.

3. Voiced Fricative. [W], This is

the English W, about which considerable confusion exists among
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German wfciters. Ellis says that this phone is strictly peculiar

to English among European languages, though it occurs in Arabic:
and that in French and Italian it is replaced by an 0^, forming

a diphthong.

Instead of closing the lips altogether, they are ap-
PLATES

proximated till only a narrow chink is left between them, an! *31, ^#3.
then the voice-laden breath is allowed to find exit through this

chink. The contact experiment showed a curious and unexpected

result. As has been said at the outset, not only do different

individuals differ appreciably in their method of production of

the various phones, but one individual, with the greatest care

to produce the same phone, will differ somewhat in different

attempts. The results with W are a notable instance of this:

according to the emphasis of articulation the area of contact

varies. There may be a perfectly contact-free central space,

this may be intermipted by two or three separate points of con¬

tact (appearing as black dots),or these dots may by increase of

contact develope into a moniliform band. It is puzzling to fine,

that the marking on the upper and lower lips is sometimes of a

different, character.

The comparison between the lip-contact areas of this

phone and of C)3 is instructive, and shows the capabilities as

well as the deficiencies of this method of experiment. There

is a difference which this method cannot show, for it merely in¬

dicates the actual contact, and not the areas where the parts

approximate, however close that approximation roay be. The cen¬

tral area, which is a distinct opening in the vowel, is the mer¬

est chink in this phone, and this it is which gives it its con¬

sonantal cnaracter. The smaller aperture increases the pressure
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of tlie air, which in turn tnrusts out the lips and tends oo se¬

parate them from one another. The result of this greater air-
pressure is indicated in the diagram by the factthat while hori¬
zontally the area of contact is practically identical with that
of the vowel, vertically (antero-posteriorly) it is much narrow¬

er.

The lip contact is not the only one which occurs in

the production of this phone. In order to conduct the air to

the strait where the characteristic fricative sound is produced,

the tongue is depressed end somewhat hollowed anteriorly: and

compensatingly raised behind, so that it comes into contact with

the palate M the region of the last two molars. The area does

not differ much from the corresponding one in 0®, and like it ,

varies considerably in different experiments.

Coles omitted this consonant, for (though he used

the names of the consonants instead of their values in all other

cases, e.g., "diee", "d.jay") it was evident that "doubleyou11 had

no relation at all to the sound.

4. Voiceless Fricative. [W*].

This, like many of the voiceless fricatives, and also of the voice¬

less vibrants, is rarely found alone, though it occurs not uncom¬

monly in juxtaposition to the corresponding voiced letter. T

These sounds may occasionally be found in the interjections of

a language, which from our paint of view form a special and se¬

parate class of words. In. the case of this phone, its only

occurrence alone in English, as far as I can recall, is the ex¬

clamation "phew" uttered, for instance, in exhaustion from ext¬

reme heat. Here the lower lip is not brought into contact with
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the upper teeth, as in the ordinary ph Of], but the air is ex¬

pelled between the two lips, so that the action might almost be
described as an imperfectly performed whistle. This action,

towever, is exactly that of W without the voice being used. The

sound occurs commonly enough in the mouths of Scotch peoT)le arid

of correctly educated English, though in teaching it is usually

loosely referred to as an h, by which letter it is represented
in spelling. The combination in "what", "whan", &c., is usually

described as being really hw, but if the combination be drawled

out it is easily seen that the essence of the preliminary sound

is an escape of air through the lips precisely similar to the

escape of voice-laden air which follows as soon as the W sound

begins. This sound is said to be that of the German v, though

Merkel admits that the written v is almost always pronounced F.

Experiment shows that the contact-area is very sim¬

ilar to that of tire voiced correlative. In W', however, the

central p>ortion of the lips is always free from any contact:

somev/hat departing from what we shall see later to be the gener¬

al rule, the lateral area is a trifle broader, indicating greater

contact than in W, The contact at the back of the tongue and

palate, however, conforms to rule in being slighter than in the

voiced consonant, and is reduced to a thin streak barely reach¬

ing beyond the last molar.

5. Voiced Vibrant & 6. Voice¬

less Vibrant. These two are not used in English
or any of the principal European languages, and cannot be better

treated (for the sake of completeness) than in the quaint words

of Bishop Wilkins:- "Trepidation of the lips, like that sound

PLATES
23, 24.
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which is used in the driving of cows; to which there is a cor¬

responding mate, sometimes used as an interjection of disdain".
Brficke says (on Forster's authority) that a lip vibrant occurs
in a Melanesian dialect.

7. N a s a 1 , [M], This is indicated by the

same letter in the various European languages, M.

The lips are in complete apposition over a space of

considerable breadth antero-posteriorly. The diagram shows

only partially one interesting fact, that the impression on the

upper lip is somewhat posterior to that on the lower one, indic¬

ating that in the articulation of the sound the upper lip is

somewhat in advance of the lower one. There is no contact of

tongue and palate, the whole buccal cavity being free and acting

as a resonator (owing to the soft palate being dropped) to the

voice-laden air-current which passes out through the nose.

Coles's diagram is strictly correct as regards labial

position, even to the impression being more anterior on the lower

lip. He shows, however, a contact between the soft palate and

the back of the tongue, which at first sight seems probable,

because we know tint the soft palate is not raised so as to shut

off the nose in this phone. Careful experiment) gives no trace

of such contact: and were it present it would certainly damp the

resonance of the phone by hindering free communication with.the

Resonator. The soft palate then is in a middle position, nei¬

ther raised to exclude the nose, nor entirely dropped to shut

off the mouth,

Fournii curiously considers that an essential part
of this phone is the opening of the lip-closure. That this is

PLATES

25, 26.
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not so is easily seen in pronouncing the words am, come, &c.,
when a perfect M is produced even if the lips be kept closed
after the voice ceases.

LABIQ-DEHTALS.

1. Voiced Explosive & 2. Voice

less Explosive. These sounds do not occur in

European languages, unless the initial Pf of German be produced
by this voiceless explosive, followed by the corresponding frica¬

tive, as Merkel holds. It is difficult (probably owing to the

slight chinks between the teeth) to give a stifficiently crisp

explosion to this sound when it stands alone: when it is follow,

ed by the fricative this deficiency passes unnoticed.

3.Voiced Fricative. [V]. This

is the English V, as well as that of French and Italian: the

phone is represented in German by W.

The upper teethtare placed in contact with the slight-
'plates

ly incurved lower lip, and a voice-laden air-current is allowed 27, 28.

to issue from the mouth. The tongue is supported at the back

of the mouth by resting against the palate in the zone of the •

wisdom-tooth, the contact area extending slightly behind this

zone both ahteriorly and posteriorly. The angles of the lips

are brought together, restricting the breadth of the exit-opening.

There is an important element in the production of this phone

which, so far as I am aware, has not hitherto been noticed.

This is one of the few phones where the air-current passes out

not mesia-lly, but bilaterally. Owing to the tendency, more or

less noticeable with all phones, but most markedly in those with
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bilateral air-currents, to asymmetry in the position of the or-
I

gans, tl-ese latter have one of the lateral currents either much
decreased or even actually suppressed. The unilateral nature

af the opening is very evident in the F experiment recorded in

black on the diagram; the opening is seen to be on the left side.

It is impossible, moreover, to produce a V or F at all if the

lip is kept ever so small a distance apart from the median incis¬
ors; that is, a central obstruction is necessary, a central exit
far the air fatal, to the formation of this phone. A feather

or a thin slip of tissue paper held before the lips and passed

from side to side while sustaining this sound will be strongly

blown away from the face at one side about opposite the second

incisor, less so at the other side, and very little if at all

centrally,

A confirmation of the bilateral nature of this phone

is obtained from the study of a "vicarious" F, which is a labi&l,

being produced by the lips alone without the help of the teeth.

We have already seen tint the normal labial fricatives are W

and W' ; but one can at pleasure produce either these normal sounds

or a very distinct V or F. The difference between the meclian-

ism of the two is tint in the former tha air comes out through

a central opening: in the latter it appears at first to issue

from an extremely narrow horizontal chink, but both by the use

of the feather and by the contact investigations this chink is

found to be closed for a short space in the middle, and this

closure gives the resultant phone its V character. Here also

the opening lias a tendency to become unilateral. Both the cen¬

tral closure and the tendency to asymmetry are seen in the dia¬

gram of this vicarious V as produced by the author, to whom of
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course it is not a native sound.

Coles's V shows a linguo—palatal contact ■which is

partly attributable to the vowel sound in the letter-name (Vee).
The labio-dental area extends as far back as the canine on the

one side, and partially includes the anterior bicuspid on the

other, while the whole of the lower lip is marked with a broad
continuous line. It is probable that the imperfections of the

flour—gum medium induced him to interpret the irregular and inter¬

rupted area as a continuous one. His line is markedly broader

in the centre, as if he had experienced a firmer contact there.

Kingsley's method shows merely the linguo-palatal contact area,

and this is considerably broader than I obtained, and extends

farther forward, extending almost to the front of the molar zone.

The usual descriptions of this phone are self-contra¬

dictory: e.g., Professor Poster says "When the constriction is

caused by the lip' being brought into contact with the teeth so
• j

as to reduce the outlet to a narrow space, the vibrations started

at the constriction give rise to F". It is evident that contact

Brlicke recognises this vicarious F (calling it Fl, the
ordinary F being F^) and says "it is used by many people where
we spell in German with a v, but most people make no difference
between F and v". It is curious to notice, however, that his
voiced sound corresponding to this, viz., his Wl, is not the
vicarious V, but is V/ (our English w, and the sound in the Ger¬
man quelle). So that of the four labial fricatives he takes
the voiced central one and the voiceless lateral one, and pairs
them off: and on the other hand omits altogether the voicelesss
central one and the voiced lateral one. Merkel considers the
German w as a pure lab is,1, i.e., as the vicarious V; but Lepsius
stigmatises this as a Mid-German provincialism, and says thetrue German w is the labio—dental V. Ellis also recognises the
vicarious V as the German w: his description of its formation
is s, little vague, but is that of a true labial closely reserribl—ingW, and he says that xts sound "approaches B or V so nearlythat it will-.,be.,, at, times JLndistlriguftshabl.es from oneVofi thesewlet-
ters to an unaccustomed ear."
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and a narrow space are incompatibles. Arnold, with his usual

acuteness, has recognised ohe defect in the usual description,
but he does not arrive at the true solution of the difficulty,

saying the air escapes "through the STxaces left by the form and
position of the teeth". Kempel en, who was a quick observer,
has an interesting note on this point; "if the upper incisors",
says he, "are widely apart, a clear F cannot be formed. Some

people then use the lower incisors, others use the canines, not

forming the F mesially, which causes a very remarkable false s

sound, and an objectionable contortion of the visage". I have

not found an opportunity of hearing the F of any person with wide¬

ly separated incisors. It is quite easy however to produce an

excellent F or V by biting the lower lip on one side up to the

median incisor, and allowing the air to pass out between the lip

and teeth on the other side; this indeed is but the extreme case

of the common unilateral variety of V.

4. Voiceless Fricative. [F].

This is the F of most European languages; it is represented also

by ph in English, Frencjj., and occasionally in German; but never

in Italian. In a few instances it is spelt by gh (rough) in

English.

Having been treated of along with the voiced fricative,
it is only necessary to note the differences in the diagrams for PLATES

29, 30.
the two. The contact is evidently less in this voiceless one,

but the unilateral character is no less evident.

The F line in Coles's diagram is practically ident¬

ical with that for V; but.contrary. tocwhat one would .expect, the -

dental contact—area is broader. Therp .is, no marked central,broad¬

ening of the lip-area. The lihguo-palatal contact-area is less,
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owing to the different vowel-sound in the letter-name.

5. H a s a 1 . A nasal can be produced at the labio¬

dental position. It differs only slightly from M in its acous¬
tic qualities, and is not, as far as I have ascertained, used
in any language.

j

LINGUO-ACRO-DENTALS .

Before treating of these consonants individually,

we must consider their relation to those produced at the posi¬

tions behind. Th has usually been described as the "aspirate"

(fricative) corresponding to T. Writers have been misled in
this matter by the English orthography (o? rather oncography)
which has substituted "th" for the Saxon thorn. Possibly the

universal method of teaching this letter (that it is produced

in the T-position) has to de with the difficulty which some for¬

eigners find in acquiring it. The whole question of the true

positions of the linguo-dentals (Th & S) and anterior linguo-

palatals of Wyllie's classification (Sh & T) requires revising.

To place Th and S at the same spot is to violate the fundamental

rule that two distinct phones of the same character cannot be

produced in the same position. The relative position of Th

and S is seen in the diagrams, after a little study: but it is

even more readily demonstrated by a very simple experiment.

Let anyone utter before a mirror the words, "Seth, Seth, Seth",
and "this, this, this", and he will see in the first case that

the tongue is thrust forward at the conclusion of each word,
and in the latter case it is distinctly withdrawn. That is to

say, the articulator^ position of Th is clearly in advance of
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that of S. The relation of T to these two sounds can be seen

by the same method. On pronouncing Tth (as in eighth) the tongue
is seen to protrude itself between the teeth after the T: but
in uttering ts (as in cats) there is absolutely no alteration
in the position of the tongue. (This latter is in fact a true

"diphone", a combination in which one phone &s not fully develop¬

ed, but in the course of ijrs evolution, so to speak, glides into
the other.) The error of placing Sh at the same articulatory

position as T is not quite so readily demonstrated, as the pos¬

ition is ratjter fartier back in the mouth. It is evident, how¬

ever, that if S be the fricative with the same articulatory pos¬

ition as T, then Sh must have a different position. And if an

experiment similar to the former ones be carried out in a good

light, with care to keep the lips slightly wider apart than in

ordinary speech, the relation of the two articulatory positions

can be seen. The word sash suffices to show (what Dr. Wyllie

admits) that Sh has an articulatory position posterior to that

of S; and a slightly drawling pronunciation of the words rust,

rushed (especially if the closure of the explosive be maintained
l

for a moment, so as to make plain its actual stop-position) will

show that the tongue does not move forward in the former, but

does so in the latter. It is clear then that the three voice¬

less fricatives Th, S, and Sh, have each their own articulatory

position, Sh being the most posterior, and Th the most anterior:

and also that S is the one which corresponds innposition with

the normal explosive T. We now proceed to the consideration

of the individual consonants.

1. Voiced Explosive & 2. Voice-
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less Explosive. These are wanting at this posit¬
ion, though they are quite easily produced: but they are acoust¬
ically merely varieties of T and D, which are normally produced
at the next position. Brftclce and Merkel describe tharn as spec¬

ial varieties of T.

3. Voiced Fricative. [Dh]. This

sound is very badly represented orthographically. In English

it is the th of the, that, thy &c., the same spelling being adop¬
ted for voiced end voiceless phones. In Welsh it is represent¬

ed by dd (Prydderch); in Spanish by d, and in Modern Greek by
their delta. It does not occur in German, French or Italian.

The contact, area, which is not of great width, extends
P L A j. E S

along the outer part of the teeth and the alveolar part of the 33» 34 *

palate as far forward as the canine zone. A gap at the anterior

molar is of frequent occurrence, but not invariable, and has not

been considered typical. The original record of the palate-

painting method showed distinct contact half way up the posterior

surface of the upper incisors: but further observations proved

that this was due to an impure production of the sound, begin¬

ning it with a very slight explosive. On one occasion, however,

when a pure Dh was uttered (the tongue-painting method being at

the time employed) there was a very slight but undoubted contact

at the extreme edge of the incisors. It is easily seen in a

mirror that the space between the tongue and upper incisors is

very small in any case, so this touch was probably accidental,
and has therefore not been considered as part of the type.

It is not always easy to produce a pure Dh: and this

fact, which was brought home to me by the experiments, finds con¬

firmation in a passage of Brftcke. "When the soft th [Dh] begins
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a word in English*" he says,11 the separation of the tongue from
the teeth often occurs only when the voice breaks forth, so that

we do not hear a pure Z^, but a D^Zd." [i.e., not a pure Dh,
but a DDh.] Had I read this before my experiments, I should
have been inclined to put it down as an error, but I find on

careful examination that a very faint and transient explosion

not infrequently occurs. Ellis says that in English a final
Dh (e.g. bathe) is not pure, but is really HiTh, and that this
makes the Spanish final d [«Dh] sound strange to English ears,

as it is pure. I have not been able to satisfy myself that

Ellis's contention is right, though I am inclined to think it is

usually so.

4. Voiceless Fricative. [Th].

This is the English th in thin: it is also the Spanish z, and

their e (before i and e). Like its voiced congener it is un¬

known in German, French, and Italian.

The results of the voiced and voiceless phones are

in this case much alike. I have departed from my usual practice

and depicted the results of two paintings of the palate, since

they differed very considerably. The gap at the anterior molar

almost always occurs on the palate, but not on the tongue: so it

appears to be really a narrow area of lighter contact.

Kingsley has a broad and uniform zone anteriorly of

"lighter approach", as he calls it (not using the word "contact",
though his mathod is strictly a contact one)-: but I have never

obtained, even with a slight explosive commencement to this phone,

any large area on the incieors, much less on the corresponding
part of the alveolar margin. The posterior part ("firm contact")

PLATES

35, 36.
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of Kingsley's area is decidedly too wide, and rather too far

back. Coles has of course no record of either of these sounds.

Arnold says "The position of the tongue against the

upper teeth is not exactly the same as in the aspirate [Th], but

more advanced to permit its free vibration as in V." I have

such great faith in the accuracy of Arnold's powers of observa¬

tion that I hesitate to differ from him: but in ray own case there

is very little difference at all, and what there is is rather in

the other direction, the tongue being sometimes slightly moree

protruded in Th than in Dh.

5. N a s a 1 • This does not occur, being acoustic¬

ally a mere variety (and a more cumbrous one than the normal)

of N.

LINGUO-ALVEOLARS .

It seemed desirable at first to use the name linguo-

baso-dentals for this series of consonants, especially as the

term now adopted abandons all correspondence with the term used

by grammarians for 3ome of this series- "dentals". Its use

would distinguish well between the series and the preceding one,

where the tips of the teeth are the active part, and the subse¬

quent one where the tongue does not even come into contact with

the sockets of the teeth. Linguo-alveolar is however slightly

more accurate and decidedly less cumbrous, so that it has ultim¬

ately been adopted.

1. Voiced Explosive. [ D ]. This

is represented by the same sign in all the common European lan¬

guages, viz., D.

The contact area is a large one, and is especially
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broad in front (about 3/4 inch): it extends back to or even

behind the wisdom tooth, thus preventing any leakage of air

around or behind the posterior teeth.

Coles's D does not ; show the broader contact in

front: but it extends distinctly over the base of the teeth, as

indeed it did in one or two of my experiments, though I was not

able to convince myself that this was typical.

Arnold has in connection with this phone one of his

careful observations accompanied by a vague and insufficient ex¬

planation. "D is formed", he says, "on the T plane: only on

account of the nature of the sound as a vocal stop the tongue

presses on a larger surface and higher up on the gum and hard

palate: the pressure is less than in T, to permit the resonance

to be fully developed." Curiously enough, Thausing says that ,

D is produced "if the contact-area is narrower, the tongue more

lax, and the closure against the weaker air-current softer."

The first is not only erroneous, but if true would be against

the fundamental ground of his classification, that there is a

progressively increasing hindrance to the exit of the air. In

every case, however, he places the voiceless explosive in the

position of greater aperture than the voiced one, which is cor¬

rect.

2. Voiceless Explosive. [T].
rhis phone has the same sign in the principal European tongues:
in German it is sometimes represented by d, when that letter

comes at the end of a word, e.g., Hand, und, &c.

The close resemblance between this and the preceding PLATES

phone is very striking: comparison of the two diagrams shows
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that the contactarea is here inaeh smaller, and of uniform breadth

throughout.

Coles's T corresponds closely with the result of the

present experiments, but it has some broadening anteriorly, and
a distinct space occurs between the base of the teeth and the

anterior edge of the contact-area. Kingsley's area for T and
D is very much like our area for T. He either did not get the

larger area for D, or else considered it a departure from normal,

though the difference between the voiced and voiceless phones

is more marked and constant in this pair than in many others.

His area extends slightly farther back than the one shown in

Coles's experiment or my own. (It is to be noted in comparing

Kingsley's diagrams with others that the wiidom teeth are not

represented in them, only two molars being drawn on each side.)

Merkel says the tongue touches the hard palate to

an extent, sagittally, of 1 inch. This is considerably broader

than the contact even of the voiced phone according to my exper-
i

iments: the T-contact measures at most only 5/l6ths of an inch.

The "Spielraum" of this phone is considerable.

Foster makes a distinction between the English T and that of

other languages;- 11 In T the interruption which is suddenly re¬

moved is caused by the application of the tongue to the front

part of the hard palate in the case of English, to the tfceth in

the case of most other languages". Arnold distinguishes bet¬

ween the Welsh T, produced against the teeth,instead of the gum,

the English T where the tip of the tongue is pressed against the

palate (he would have been more correct had he said the gum in
this case also), and whose sharpness and crispness is diminished

by the application of a larger surface of tongue; and the "soft
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Erse Tm where "instead of the tip the root [? dorsum] of the

tongue is apposed to the palate", Merkel says the common Ger¬

man T has the tip of the tongue bent down and supported by the

lower incisors, the front of the dorsum touching the upper incis¬

ors and front of the palate and the edges of the tongue occupy¬

ing the space between the rows of the teeth. His second vari¬

ety, which Brlicke calls the ordinary one (under the name of the

alveolar T)., is the T of my results,

3, Voiced Fricative, [Z]. This

is the English Z, but may also be represented in English by s,

e.g., lias: and by x (Xenophon). In German it is represented

by s, initial or between two vowels (so, blasen), The German

z, as well as the Italian one, are compound sounds, but the

French z is this phone.

Experiment reveals the unexpected result that this

phone is asymmetrical to such an extent that the exit if air

is strictly unilateral. The contact-area (apart from the exit

opening) id nearly the same as in T,

Kingsley's contact-figure shows a central channel

narrowing to a small central exit in front, and lateral contact

areas which are sharply truncated at the junction of the canine

and premolar zones. The area goes farther back here, as in so

many cases in Kingsley's diagrams. It seems possible that this

is due to the thickness of the plate causing contact over a

space where without it there would have been only approximation,

not actual contact. Coles (who apparently named this letter

Zee, not Zed) has an extremely small central opening. There

is also an area of paint at the base of the inner surface of
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the lower front teeth. This, which recurs in his diagrams

from time to time, is another puzzling point. There can have

been no direct contact between this area and the parts (palate

and upper teeth) originally coated with gum and flour; the only

explanation I can suggest is that after touching the upper t
teeth with the tongue, he rested it against the tip of the lower

incisors in uttering the vowel portion of the latter-name, and

thus carried to that surface some of the original mixture.

Chervin holds that the tip of the tongue is sui>por-

ted against the lower dental arch: but adds that Guillaume says

against the upper teeth, and that this erx^or is shared by many

Professors of the Conservatoire. He continues by stating

that the dorsum of the tongue is concave, a longitudinal med¬

ian groove being formed by a slight elevation of the edges,

which are supported againstbthe molars. The "groove" is seen

( in the diagram to be really a wide space, and the support of

the teeth against the upper dental arch comes forward far be¬

yond the molars, to the anterior bicuspid on the one side, and

actually to the middle line on the other. On the other hand,

study of the tongue shows the correctness of Chervin's view

as to its tip; the extreme tip (laterally at and for some dis¬

tance on each side of the aperture) is free of blackening,
showing that it has not touched the upper dental arch.

Merkel says the tongue is "flattened out, so that it everywhere
save at the middle incisors, stops the space between the upper

and lower teeth". An S can be produced with the edge of the

tongue between the teeth, but is less sharply sibilant than

that of the type diagram,

Ellis remarks a peculiarity about this phone like
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that which he calls attention to in regard to Dh. He says

it is often not pure, but mixed with the voiceless fricative:
this occurs initially in German, e.g., so (j»SZ03], and finally

in English, e.g., buzz [BA2ZS], bees [BE3ZS]. Here, as in the
case of Dh, there seems to be a very brief prolongation of the
fricative sound after the voice ceases: if an effort be made

to prolong the voice to the end of the sibilant, it is apt to
be overdone and to continue as a vowel sound for an instant

after the sibilation has ceased.

4. Voiceless Fricative. [S].

This is the s of most European languages: in German between

two vowels it is represented by ss. In English it may be
u

represented by a c (cell), and so also in French^ (ciel, 5a).

Experiment shows clearly the unilateral character

of the air exit in this as in the voiced phone. The contact

areas are very similar: the exit for air is only very slightly,

if at all wider: the free area at the tip. of the tongue is not

so marked.

The opening in Coles's area is anterior and looks

mesial, though it is not absolutely so, the contact area ending

opposite the centre of the outer incisor on the right, but on

the left coming forward to the centre of the middle incisor.

The contact-area extends considerably farther back than in my

experiments (possibly owing to the vowel sound of the letter

name), and there is a repetition on a much larger sca-le of the

puzzling contact-area on the inner surface of the lower teeth.

5. Bilateral Fricative-Voiced.
This very characteristic phone is always represented by the

PLATES

43, 44.
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letter L. We have here an apparent exception to the rule that
two distinct phones of the same nature cannot be produced at
the same articulatory position. But it is only apparent} for

although both are fricatives, yet one is produced with a single
opening, and the other with a pair of ppenings. The two are
therefor© comparable to the two labial fricatives, W and the

vicarious V.

The contact area is again very closely related to PLATES
45, 46.

that of T: but here there is a lateral opening at each side

at the level of the second molar for the exit of the air.

Kempelen observed the posterior position of the opening correct¬

ly. It is possible that the asymmetry of this diagram may be

due merely to the defects in the author'3 denture; and it is

also possible that in a person with a perfect set of teeth the

point of exit of the air might be different from that shown.

Of this, however, I am very doubtful, for the tongue shows

very marked power of repairing, as far as speech goes, dental

defects.

Kingsley's area is very small, being confined to

the incisor and canine zones. In a single experiment (indic¬
ated in green on the experiment diagram) I obtained an anter¬

ior contact only without any lateral areas; but even there the

area extended through the whole bicuspid zone. Coles's L area

is continuous, and extends slightly behind the wisdom teeth:

the tongue area has a very curious shape, showing a considerable

anterior central area, with two somewhat curved horns extending
back from it at a little distance from the edges of the tongue.

Tnausing makes the Polish L a special variety, with
a more extended tongue contact: but his description seems to
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correspond fairly closely with the L of my experiments. "The
tongue does not lie against the upper vault with a rounded
point as in the German L, but with expanded edges, so that it
touches the canine teeth on each side, and at the same time

there is bulging of the upper surface". Ellis'3 description
off 'this L makes the contact almost purely dental.

6. Bilateral Fricative-Voice

less. This is unknown in English, or as far as 1 know

in any of the Teutonic tongues: it occurs in Grefrt Britain in

the Welsh LI, in which the first 1 is this vioceless one [L']

while the second is the voiced. 1 have more than once heard

this sound described as "chl in North Wales, and Thl in South

Wales". These are the nearest sounds to it with which the

English and Scottish speech orgems are familiar, and probably

the supposed difference in various parts of the Principality

is due to dialectic nuances: but neither interpretation is

correct. Anyone with an observant ear, even if he be not able

to detect the exact nature of the sound will notice that as

pronounced by Welshmen it is a far more flowing and euphonious

sound than either of the awkward combinations to which it has

been likened.

Dr. Wyllie states that this sound is peculiar to

Wales. Probably he is only speaking of the United Kingdom:
if intended to have a wider application the statement is scarce¬

ly correct, for the same sound occurs in Spanish. In that

language the LI again represents the voiced and voiceless con¬

sonants, but in reversed order. Here the voiced one comes

first, and to the casual hearer the subsequent voiceless L is
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like a cross between Y (which it is sometimes said to be) and
Sh. My opportunities of observing this Spanish combination
have been fevybut by producing it as a voiceless L, I have

been able to imitate the native pronunciation with a fair amount

of accuracy. After having made this observation} I find that
Wall is had at least a partial knowledge of it: for, after a

rather vague and imperfect description of the Wels 11, he adds,-
11As far as I know, this sound is not heard among other nations,

unless perhaps among the Spaniards".

Bishop Wilkins recognised the exact nature of the

Welsh L'"They seem to form it as the other L, only by abs¬

taining the voice, and more forcible emission of the breath, as

is used in all other mute letters of the spirituous kind."

Ellis considers that it occurs in the correct pronunciation

of the French words able, possible: it is to be presumed, though

he does not say so, that it is here along with and subsequent

to its voiced congener. I am inclined to think that the Ital¬

ian gl (gli» togliere) is the same combination as the Spanish

11, but have not had opportunities of satisfying myself on this

point. Br&cke says "The voiceless 1 also occurs in Vulgar-

Arabic everywhere where L is final following a voiceless con¬

sonant.

This phone is difficult to pronounce for anyone

who is not to the manner born: and perhaps even a Welshman would

not find it easy to utter without the following voicedL. On

account of these two hindrances my pronunciation is very imper¬
fect in all probability, and the diagram cannot carry much

weight, but I insert it for what it is worth. I notice a

strong tendency for this voiceless fricative to become unilat-

PLATES

47, 48.
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eral, though I sometimes have a bilateral exit for the air,
and have so represented it in the type diagram. The contact
area is decidedly less in L« than in L, and does not come so

far forward on the tongue.

Neither Kingslay nor Coles treats of this phone.

7, Voiced Vibrant. [R ]. The

exact articulatory position of this phone is difficult to de¬

fine. Undoubtedly, as far as continuous contact is concerned,
it is posterior to Z and L: but if properly pronounced it has

an intermittent vibratory contact in the alveolar or baso-dental

region which justifies ibs being placed here. Like L it is

a very strongly characterised phone, and its representation is

therefore practically uniform throughout Europe by the letter R.

Its unilateral nature is frequently, though not _ _ _J 7 ^ PLATES

invariably marked. In the author's case it is produced on 51, 52.
the right side of the mouth. The trilling is done with the

tip of the tongue against the posterior surface of the upper

incisors. The tongue is supported posteriorly against the

molars and premolars, but the amount and character of the con¬

tact varies considerably on the two sides. The diagram show¬

ing the experiments is very instructive in this respect. In

the instance where the palate was sprayed (shown in red in the

diagram) the action of the two sides of the tongue was fairly

even, as indicated by the areas both on the tip of the tongue
and on the back of the incisor teeth. Here too the support
of the tongue (which is seen most perfectly, as usual, by the

spray method on the palate areas) is fairly even on each side,
though even here there is a broad patch of some size posteriorly
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on the right side. Comparing the experiment in which the pal¬
ate was painted (shown in black in the diagram), the tongue-tip
shows that the trilling was markedly unilateral: and here the

support is much more asymmetrical. Along the left side there
is a long narrow area of probably moderately firm contact: but
on the right side the tongue is free from the palate in front
of the level of the first molar, so as to allow of its free

vibration in forming the trill: behind that point there is a

strongly marked wide area of contact, acting as a base of sup¬

port and thus giving power and accuracy to the vibrations of

the anterior part. This is so important that I have purposely

embodied this unilateral form in the type.

Kingsley's R is a perfectly symmetrical one, as

are all his diagrams indeed: it has a very large space in front

of the contact, which presumably represents the vibrating part

of the tongue, but if so this has not touched the roof of the

mouth. He definitely states that "with some the tip of the

tongue is distinctly felt against the roof of the mouth during

these vibrations: while with others it is below, as represented

in the illustrations." The contact-areas of Coles's R are

much more suggestive of an L. I found, however, in some of

ny experiments that the charcoal was irregularly and imperfectly
cleaned off an area not unlike the anterior one of his diagram, and
and probably he interpreted this imperfect cleaning as a contin-

uous area of contact. The very marked contact of tongue and
soft palate I do not understand.

Arnold's accuracy is conspicuous in his account of

this phone. "The trilling id formed on the T place, g;nerally
on one side. The muscles employed are those at the base of
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the tongue to hold it firmly. Usually also it is pressed
against the right molars for the same purpose* The trill
itself is involuntary, and an effect of the voice catching the
apex of the tongue and compelling it to vibrate strongly against
the gum. If these positions are observed the trill is better
delivered and quicker. Others do not confine the action to
one side of the tongue, but allow all the apex to vibrate. This
is the Italian form and it is slower and softer than the first.

Again others do not confine it to the apex, but allow a consid¬
erable part to press against the palate, where it vibrates

freely: this is the Irish form."
This phone requires considerable exertion, and is

not easy to produce. Consequently it is produced in a slipshod

way by many people: there is no phone which is more frequently

affected in lalling than this, L being its most common substit¬

ute, though W is very frequent (possibly as an imperfect attempt

at the labial vibrant), and Dh also occurs. In ordinary English

speech this phone is emasculated, only receiving its true value

north of the border. Thus in monosyllables where it is final,

such as are, her, nor, cur, and in those words where it is fol¬

lowed by another consonant, e.g. short, turf, world,&c., there

is no trace of consonant left, the only remains of the R being

its curious modificatory effect on the preceding vowel, a matter

i>o which we shall return later. Perhaps the best word to ex¬

emplify this dropping of the R is such a one as "queer", in

which the so-called sound of r is really the open E sound [El],
Where r precedes a vowel or comes between two vowels, e.g., in

brother, hereditary, round, there is of course a true consonantal

sound, but it i3 not a full, pure vibrant. Foster says of it
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"in-the feeble English R there appear to be no vibrations; the
vowel-chamber is 3imply narrowed in front by the tip of the

tongue." Arnold says, "By most it is very imperfaetly artic¬
ulated, being displayed by strong resonance produced in the
narrow space left for the passage of the air between the tongue

and the palate".

The author's R is a variable quantity, as befits

a Scotch parentage and an English upbringing: the true trilled

phone he can produce without difficulty, and the completely

emasculated English one also with some care. The results of

experiments with the latter are recorded on the diagrams, and

bring out some interesting points. In the first place there

is no trace of vibratory contact anteriorly either on palate,

teeth, or tongue. As a consequence of this, the tip of the

tongue not needing special support, the solid area of support

no longer appears, but a narrow and almost symmetrical contact

area on either side. Brflcke makes the soft English R a laryn¬

geal vibrant homologous to the Arabic ain; this must be based

on mistaken information as to its resemblance to the Nether-

Saxon laryngeal R.

The relation of R to the vowels is an interesting

study. Looking first at the true trilled R, and experimenting

on the nine principal vowels followed by it, it will be found

that only the open vowels and the guttural series can be purely

pronounced, viz., ore, err, arr[ive], hur[ry], are. The other

four vowels suffer a modification which on closer observation

will be found to be the interpolation of a very brief E1. This

point has been observed and provided for in his notation of the

vowels by Murray, who says, "The half-sized e is similarly used
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to express the non-recognised vowel element developed between
i, e, o, u, [E3, E3, 03, O3] and r as in pier,pare, pore, poor,

weary." If an attempt be made to utter these vowels pure

before R, it can be done, but only by inserting a momentary
hiatus between the vowel and the consonant; thus practically

placing the R in a different syllable from the vowel, under
which condition the pure pronunciation is easy, as in the words

erode, hay-rick, co-respondent, pew-rent. I am not aware that

any explanation has ever been given for this phenomenon. It

is plain, however, that the front part of the tongue must be

muscularly lax before it can begin to trill the R. This laxity

of the tip of the tongue occurs in the open and guttural vowels.

Even 01, however, does not give quite sufficient laxity, and

there is a tendency for it to be followed by a very brief E^.
Q3 is generally, save in the most purist of pronunciation, alter¬

ed into Q1, but 03, E3, and E3 keep their full value and are

merely followed by a very brief E1.

Turning to the smooth English R, we find that though
it lias lost its trill, it lias the same effect on the preceding
vowel: it therefore has a double influence in spelling. If

there is no indication that the preceding vowel is long, then
the r alters its sound value: e.g., a from A1 (hat) to A3 (hart):
e from E2 (he) or El" (hen) to El (her, hern): i from E2f (chip)
to El (chirp): o from Ol' (shot) to Ol (short): and u from A2

(hut) to El (hurt). If the vowel be indicated (by doubling,
by addition of e, or in any other way) as long, it than keeps
its value, but the r adds to it the sound of El. Thus hay, hair:
she, sheer: high, hire: you, your. In the case of 02, however,
the vowel itself is altered, the El being sometimes added as
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wellj- thus go [GO*], LGOlfil, Qr more frequently, if less
correctly, GQl].

8. Voiceless Vibrant. [R'].

This phone is not generally recognised, and rarely occurs apart,
from its voiced correlative. The only instance of its separate

occurrence that I know is that given by Ellis, the final sound in

such French words as tendre, gendre. The Greek initial r was

possibly a combination of this with the voiced sound, the voice¬
less one probably coming first, as it is much easier to utter

in this than inthe reverse ordei. To the conclusion that the

voiceless R also occurs in Wales I was led by noticing the

word Pwllycbrochan spelt thus:- Pwllyrrochan. This led me to

suppose that 311st as the voiceless L had been described as Gi,

so the ch inthis word as usually spelt was really a voiceless

R. I have been without an opportunity of confirming this con¬

jecture further than by the feeble support of the fact that

the word is vastly easier to pronounce with a voiceless R than

with a true Ch. The Welsh rh (Rhyl) is said by Ellis to be

a voiceless R.

Here again the accuracy of my rendering of the

phone may b® Rallied in question for the reasons given under L':
but I give the results for what they are worth. The vibration P L A T E S
is much more marked, and so produces a larger contact-area,
making an apparent exception to the rule that the contact is

greater in the voiced member of each pair. The unilateral

character is well-marked. Owing to the strong vibration the

base of support is aldo well-marked on both sides. One might
have expected a space free of any contact between this support
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and the vibratory contact, but this is not so in the actual
result.

Kingsley and Coles take no notice of such a conson¬

ant. Wall is says "The Welsh often subjoin an h to this letter,
end the Greek r with the aspirate corresponds to their rh."
Wilkins writes to the same effect.

9. Nasal. [N]. This phone is uniforirily

represented bybthe letter n.

Its mechanism is exactly homologous to that of M.

The tongue closes the mouth in very much the same position as

in Z or T: there is no contact between tongue and soft palate.

The contact area extends markedly behind the wisdom teeth.

Kingsley's N shows a slightly broader contact than

his T, especially laterally. In Coles's somewhat complicated

diagram the anterior part of the palatal contact corresponds

closely with my results. This is extended backwards by a cur¬

ved contact on either side, which joins a transverse contact-area

covering both pillars of the fauces. The tongue shows a com¬

plete ring of contact corresponding to this: but it is certain

that there must be some error here, for were this so, the voice

could not find access to the palatal vault where it resonates

in the formation of this phone.

.Arnold says that the pressure of the tongue against

the palate is more extended towards the soft part than in T,
"but this follows from the muscular action required by passing the
nasal sound". This does not come out in the diagram, but may

occur in some people, and is again, I believe, a question of
air pressure, which is here at its lowest as escape through

PLATES
4$ j 50 «
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the nose is unrestrained: this low pressure lias but little
tendency to separate the parts.

An interesting instance of the difference caused

in the formation of a phone by the influence of the others with

which it is united occurs in the account given by Kempelen of

his three "derivative N's". The first and third are absolutely

distinct phones, being the Ng and the nasalised vowel respect¬

ively. Of the second, which is the French and Italian gn

(carapagne, signobe), he says, "The difference of this sound
from the two preceding only consists in a change of the position

of the tongue, which here rises not at the point nor at the

base in Ng], but rises in the centre and closes the palate

there." There is no doubt that the French and Italian gn is

merely NY, and that (as we shall see in the case of Ch) the pos¬

ition of the N is modified by the phone that follows. In this

case the N id formed as far posteriorly (i.e. towards the art-

iculatory position of the subsequent Y) as the limit of its

"Spielraum". An example of its formation at the other (anter¬

ior) extremity of the "Spielraum" is to be found in such a

wprd as tenth, where in preparing for the succeeding linguo-

acro-dental the N is formed against the 'teeth instead of the

alveolar edge of the palate.

Before passing from the numerous group of linguo-

alveolar consonants, a few words may be said about their relat¬

ion to each other and to a vicarious phone which can be formed

at this articulatory position. There are three of these con¬

sonants in which the mouth passage is absolutely blocked, viz.,
T, D, and N. The rest get their character from the manner in
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which the air finds exit from the mouth. We have the tip of
the tongue touching the alveolar region in L and L«, the air
finding exit at each side: we have the tip of the tongue vib¬
rating against the same region in R and R': and we have the
tip approximatingj without touching) and causing a fricative
sound at the narrowed spot in S and Z» It is important to

notice that another fricative can be produced at this position

vicariously) though its clear and normal utterance is linguo-
aero-dentalDh (with ,of course, its congener Th). This,
and not the normal Dh, is the one which sometimes takes the

place of R in lalling. It requires special attention to pro¬

duce it, otherwise the organs slip into the position for the

normal linguo-acro-dental phone. In producing this, like

most of the unaccustomed sounds, the results show somewhat

more than average variability, but the type evolved from care¬

ful consideration of the results of several experiments verj

closely resembles that of Z. This indicates that the essent¬

ial differences between thftm are not to be recorded by contact

methods of observation. A little study of the position of

the tongue and teeth in a mirror gives the results indicated PLATE 41

Fig. A.
xn the small inset diagrams. It is thus seen that the essen- PLATE 57

tial difference is that in Z (and In S) the outgoing air—current

is directed so as to strike on the edges of the lower incisors,
whereas in the vicarious Dh (and Th) the tongue is so laid

against these teeth that the air-current passes by in fron£of
them and does not strike on their edges. The only indication of
this in the contact diagrams is the fact t$iat in Z the tongue
does not have its extreme edge in contact with the palate (be¬
cause the tip is bent down behind the lower incisors, which

Fig. A.
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vertically below the ^pper ones), while in the vicarious Dh
(where the tongue lies overlapping the lower incisors which
are here posterior to the upper ones) the extreme edge is in
contact with the palate.

ANTERIOR L I N GeU 0 - P A L A T A L S .

1. Voiced Fricative. 1210 • This

is the French j: it occurs in English chiefly in association

with D as the soft g, or the English 3» but it is also found

alone, e.g. the si of occasion, the z of azure.

It is acoustically more nearly related to Z than

to Y, as is indicated by the fact of its being represented by

si and z in English. Yet the positions of the organs shown PLATE

in the diagrams has a greater resemblance to that of Y than to 59, 60.

that of Z, for the strait is a long and marked one, termin¬

ating some distance behind the front of the mouth as in Y, not

a short anterior one as in Z. The differance between the con¬

tact areas in Zh and Y is slight, but the acoustic difference

is considerable, though the one sound is sometimes substituted

for the other, as in the dialectic pronunciation of the German

ja, ZhA^ instead of YA^. This is due to the defisiency already

referred to in the contact methods of experiment: they snow

merely the actual contact, giving no indication of the area

where the organs are very closely approximated. In Y the area

anterior to that of actual contact is moderately wide, and does

not apparently contribute directly to the adventitious friction

sound which gives that phone its character: but in Zh this

anterior area from incisors back to the premolar zone is so

contracted in a vertical direction that a very marked sound is
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there imparted to the air, resembling that produced by the narrow
passage at the alveolar edge of the palate in Z. The diagrams
show that this area of contact varies (i.e. the sound has a

considerable "Spielraum") but one may say that the anterior
limit of contact always falls within the premolar zone. There
is a distinct tendency to asymmetry. The detached patch, is, I
am convinced, not essential, being merely a splash of saliva

blackened by charcoal, not a time contact area. The similar

patches in two of the E vowels are perhaps due to the same cause.

Kingsley's figure is fairly accurate for this conson¬

ant. The plate for E [E8] has been repeated, as Kingsley acknow¬

ledges, for this phone: but he says that "the difference was not

clearly distinguishable, and that the contact of the tongue with

the sides of the roof of the mouth seemed the same, but in making

the E the teeth were more widely separated". Techmer gives a

different figure (obtained by his "stomatoseopic method", a des¬

cription of which I have not been able to trace) with the pecul¬

iarity that the contact-areas extend to the extreme hinder mar¬

gin of the soft palate: it shows the truncated anterior ends of

the area of contact, which in my experiments have not been so

clearly indicated on the palate as on the tongue. This sound,

not occurrihg as a single letter, was not of course experimented

on by Coles.

Chervin's description is, as seen in the light of

the experiments, rather more applicable to Z than to Zh.

"Touch very lightly the circumference of the palate with the

edges of the tongue, leaving a small passage at the level of the

incisors. The air-current, much confined in the narrow space

between the palate and the tongue, breaks forcibly against the
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2. Voiceless Fricative. [Sh].

This is the English Sh, French Ch, Italian Sc, and German Sch.
Its relation to S is therefore much more evidently set forth by

it3 alphabetic representations than the simila.rvrelation of Zh.
The characters of the voiced congener are closely

reproduced: the channel is somewhat wider, according to the gen¬

eral rule that the contact is greater in voiced than in voiceless

phones. The same tendency to asymmetry is observable: the
contact area does not come quite so far forward.

Merkel describes the tongue position as showing no

important difference from the neutral position (Indifferenzlage).

He says that the dorsum is increasingly approximated to the

vault of the palate as one proceeds forward, and that the edges

lie lightly between the canines and molars. This is not at all

borne out by experiment. Merkel makes the lips the most impor¬

tant articulatory organs in Sh, which is certainly not the case,

though the clearness and character of the Sh is greatly increased

by some protrusion of the lips, froming a sort of resonance cav¬

ity for the friction sound produced between the tongue and the

palate. At the same time it is possible to produce a trie, if
somewhat thin, Sh with the lips retracted against the teeth.

It is interesting to note in connection with this

phone that Wallis was misled by its intermediate position between

S and Y to look on it as a compound sound, made up of these two:

thus he says the English shame is pronounced syame. This is a

slightly awkward combination to pronounce accurately, unless it
is done rather slowly, and it has a tendency to pass from S to

PLATES
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Y bv the intermediate Sh, and hence the termination -sion in

English has come to be pronounced -shun [ShEa^U]. The true
character of the phone, however, was early recognised, Wilkins

speaking of it as a simple sound* Arnold has a very excellent
account of it: he has noted the resemblance to Y in position,

or as he puts it to e [E3]: he also distinguishes it very well

from S. "in S the air is confined to a narrow space, but in

Sh spreads over the sides of the tongue as well, and gets its

character from this diffusion of the air-current."

i

MIDDLE LINGUO-PALATALS.

1. Voiced Fricative. [Y], This

is the English Y, the German j. It occurs in French as the 1

mouillA, e.g., in gaillard: and as y (Savoyard).

The contact is very extensive, and apparently some¬

what variable. The central passage for the exit of the air is

greatly narrower and also much longer than in the closely relat¬

ed vowel, E3. In fact, the channel at its narrowest point,

about opposite the anterior molar, is only 3/L6ths of an inch.

The anterior end of the contact lies within the premolar zone,

but not always as far forward as is represented in the type

diagram.

Kingsley does not recognise this phone: Coles's Y

is of course the English name of the letter [WA3E3'], and the

lip contact is that of W (in its most marked form) while that
of the tongue and palate is that of E3', (A3 having no contact

area), and is almost identical with that of Coles's own figure
for E [E3].

PLATES
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2. Voiceless Fricative. [Hh].
This phone has not received recognition as an independent one.
It occurs most frequently in combination withthe corresponding
voiced one as in the German termination -chen [HhYE1'N], and
in ch after 1, e.g. Milch [ME^LHh], where it has not its voiced
congener. It occurs along with Y in the English words hew,
human, &c., as was clearly pointed out by Ellis. It is more¬

over the Spanish x, which is usually described as a forcible h.
I ahve not had much opportunity of observing this, but my atten¬

tion was called to the fact by the pronunciation of a lady who

was born and brought up in the Argentine, and who is practical¬

ly bilingual. Her English pronunciation (she comes of English

stock) is excellent, and one of its few peculiarities is that

(as it would generally be described) her aspirates are unusually

strong. Observing this peculiarity more closely, I found that

she was really using the consonant H CHh] instead of the vowel
i

H [H]: and her pronunciation of Spanish showed that this sound

really belonged to that language. It seems to be the sound

described by Merkel as "g moll", which he admits has nothing

to do with the G-poaition, and is not even a voiced phone.

As in some other instances, thi3 phone is difficult

for an unpracticed mouth to pronounce with accuracy freedom:

and therefore I cannot have the same reliance in my results in

it as in native English phones. The results, however, are

such as one might naturally expect as compared with the voiced

phone. There is as generally a wider aperture: and the most

noticeable peculiarity is that the contact area is decidedly
shortened as compared with Y, ending anteriorly in truncated

fashion. The difference is perhaps exaggerated in my type

PLATES
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diagrams, for, as said before, the Y area lias been drawn at its
anterior limit,, rather t|ian at the average position.

POSTERIOR LIHGUO'-PALATALS.

It is important to note that one meets with diffic¬

ulties in applying the methods used in this investigation at the
back of the mouth. It is not at all easy to get a satisfactor¬

ily uniform coating over the soft palate by the paint method,

apparently because the mucus covering the soft palate is more

viscid than that over the hard palate. §y the spray method a

uniform coating can be got: but the tongue does not remove the

charcoal well. The area where the tongue had removed it so as

to leave the roof of the mouth bare was nibt the entire contact

area, for beyond it were areas where the charcoal dust had eviden¬

tly been wetted and in part removed on to the tongue; in the

latter areas the pressure was presumably slighter, the unevenness

of pressure being connected with the yielding character of this

portion of the roof of the mouth.

1, Voiced Explosive. [G], This

phone is the G of German, and the hard G of English, French, and
Italian.

The area of contact is large: it extends from the PLATES
middle of the molar zone almost to the hinder marginiof.o.the soft ^'
palate. It does not actually reach that margin, this being no

doubt due to the fact that the palate is raised so as to cut off

the naso-pharynx, and it3 hinder edge being in contact with the

posterior pharyngeal wall is out of reach of the tongue. The

spray method indicates that the contact is firmest over two
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antero-lateral areas. In the experiment diagram there id indic¬
ated a curious variant which occurred occasionally with both
methods: this is a projection of the contact-area forward in
the alveolar region to the level of the second or even of the
first bicuspid. This was not sufficiently constant to be reck¬
oned as typical: and the conditions under which it occurred
were obscure.

Kingsley's area for this phone is remarkably small,
and indeed hardly seems to have sufficient lateral extent to
block the air-current entirely. Coles's figure for G is a

very complex one, representing as it does the name of the letter
[DZhE^], and lias consequently no connection with this phone.

2. Voiceless Explosive. [K].

This is the k of the Teutonic and Romance languages, and is

also represented by hard c, by q, and in German by final g.

The area is 3lightly smaller than in the correlated
plates

voiced phone, only extending forward as far as the wisdom tooth, 69, 70.
while the other at least partly includes the middle molar zone.

The spray method indicates not merely the anterolateral areas

of firmer contact (smaller than in G), but also an antero—mesial

one. The paint method gave nothing save the antero-lateral

areas. The tongue area shows a less indented anterior margin.

This is the only instance in which Kingsley has

noted any difference in the contacts of the voiced and voiceless

congeners: and he gives the voiced one the larger contact.

His K contact is also very small. Coles gives a complicated

and puzzling figure. There are three parallel bands of contact

posteriorly, of which the anterior one is just behind the wisdom
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tooth. These are all within the area of contact as shown in

the type diagram, and might be due to imperfect removal of the
flour and gum mixture by the tongue. There are however two

strong lateral bands of contact extending through the whole
molar and premolar zones, which suggest the occasional variant

of the G figure in my experiments, though I have not had a sim¬

ilar phenomenon occur in any K experiment. Most puzzling of

all is the patch of contact on the tip of the tongue (without

any corresponding palatal area from which the gum and flour had

been removed) a position where there is certainly no contact.

3. Voiced Fricative. LGh], This

consonant is passed over or confounded with others by many a

authors. Owing to the want of general recognition of the con¬

sonantal H (Hh] and of this sound, the voiceless consonant cor¬

responding to this has often been made to do duty as the correl¬

ative of Y. This phone is not common: it occurs in German, as

the final g in such words as Tag, wenig, and is the exact correl¬

ative to the voiceless Ch of the Scotch loch, &c.

The diagrams show the close relation of this conson-

PLATES
ant to the explosive, the contact area being exactly that of G 71, 72.
with a central channel of pretty uniform width (about 7/leths
oi an inch), The tongue contact is also very much that of G,
save for the central channel. The uvula in this phone, as

Merkel rightly remarks, hangs down against the back part of the

tongue.

Neither Coles nor Kingsley recognises this consonant.

Wallis correctly defined this sound, "in pronoun¬

cing G, if the breath, tightly compressed, issues through a
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narrow chink, so to speak, the sound is formed which is express¬
ed by gh. It differs from the German ch as g itself does from
c." He expresses the opinion that this sound was formerly
pronounced in English in such words as light, daughter.

4. Voiceless Fricative. [Ch].

This is the German and Scotibh ch and was probably the Greek chi»

It is difficult to English tongues, which generally substitute

the corresponding explosive.

The figure differs from the voiced fricative to a

greater extent then is usual, and in two interesting directiions.

There is the ustial difference of a much wider central channel,

here as much as 3/4 inch at the narrowest part. But in the

first place the contact area extends much further forward than

in Gh, quite to the fronjf of the molar zone: this recalls the

variant of the voiced explosive, and the lateral contacts in

Coles's figure for K. In the second place, by the spray method

a small central contact was obtained, not to be considered as

actu&ily typical. Its mode of occurrence was rather puzzling

at firat, but an examination of the mouth in a good light showed

that in this phone the uvula lies almost horizontally forward,

the posterior surface (which of course has no charcoal on it)

touching the dorsum of the tongue. The tip of the uvula is

sometimes sufficiently raised to touch the palate, and tnis no

doubt caused the palatal spot. This position of the uvula is

not always easy to observe, for the dorsum of the tongue is

raised andconvex, and it is only if care be taken to keep the

passage as well open as is compatible with production of a true

Ch, that the tip of the uvula can be discerned, lying forward on
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tongue. The different position of the uvula in Ch and Gh is
probably due to the strength of the issuing air-current, which
in the voiced phone has not power enough to raise the uvula,

while the higher pressure in the voiceless one drives it upwards
and forwards.

Kingsley's ch is not this sound, but the compound

"soft ch" of English, which he considers entitled to a separate

description because the contact area is not an exact combination

of those of the two constituent sounds. This conaonant is the

only one outside the limits of the English alphabet recognised

by Coles, whose figure somewhat resembles our type. The later-
■

al areas, however, are farther back, extending from the middle

molar to the extreme margin of the soft palate and even beyond.

There is a central contact area, which is however much posterior

to that obtained in our experimetnt, being on the uvula.

Kempelen calls attention to one interesting distinc¬

tion between this phone and the vowel H [H]: he says,- "H neds

much more air, and so rapidly empties the lungs that it can

scarcely be sustained a second, while Ch can be for ten seconds".
He makes two distinct phones, as do so many other authors: one

of these is the ch which follows i as in the German ich: but

there is no doubt that this is , sometimes at any rate, not Ch

at all, but H consonant [Hh]. Thus the Berliner's pronuncia¬

tion of ich [EsCh] is often described as ish [E3Sh], it is how¬

ever, not in reality this sound, but the consonantal H [E3Hh],

according to my observation of it. Undoubtedly the true Ch has

like all the posterior linguo-palatals, a considerable "Spiel-
raum , but it3 anterior positions have not been properly distin¬
guished from Hh. Kempelen calls attention to the fact that
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the ch following 1 and n (e.g. milch, mBnch) is the high ch
[i.e. Hh]: but itnis certainly possible to pronounce it as a
true Ch, though there is a tendency to substitute the anterior
phone.

5. Voiced Vibrant* £Hg]. This is

not recognised as a distinct sound in the alphabet of the commoner

European languages: but it is not of infrequent occurrence as a

dialectic variant, e.g., the Northumbrian "burred r", the Paris¬

ian r, &c. Merkel, however, very strongly denies its dialectic

position, and declares that it is the physiologically correct r

in certain combinations, and that the prevalence of the linguo-

alveolar R is a result of imperfect education in childhood.

The mechanism of this phone needs for its full under¬

standing, not merely the contact experiment, but also inspection

of the parts (which is easily carried out in a good light with

a mirror). The tongue comes into contact with the palate at

each side at and behind the wisdom tooth, over a considerable

space. There is also often a small central spot cleared onthe

palate, and the uvula itself is more or less eleardd. (Further

investigations lead me to believe that this..uvular patch lias been

ratner exaggerated in the type diagram.) Inspection shows that

the strait is roughly lozenge-shaped, the tongue being hollowed
into a V-shaped channel, and the palate having a corresponding
but inverted hollow. The uvula lies directed right forward in

the lingual groove, and is set in vibration by the out-going air
sometimes strongly enough for its tip to touch the palate, thus
causing the central area. The vibration, however, is against
the tongue, of course, and it alternately opens and closes the

PLATES
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passage, just as the tongue-tip does in R. Donders says that
the uvula alone vibrates in pure Rg, but the adjoining parts

(apparently the middle of the soft palate, though he does not
put this very clearly) in an impure production of it. Judged
by this criterion, the author may claim that his Rg is pure.

6. Voiceless Vibrant. This does

not as far as I know occur in speechi Wilkins in his complete

schema refers to it as "a correspondent mute, like that noise

which we make in haaking, and not necessary to be provided for

by any letter for language.1'

7. Nasal. [Ng], This consonant has no single

alphabetic sign in the chief European languages: it is usually

represented by ng, but often by n (preceding g or k) as in bank,

finger. MMerkel says it does not occur initially in Europe,

but does in Makololo, e.g. Ngami. In Chinese also (at least in

its Hakka dialect) it may be initial, and mayoeven form a syllable

of itself, e.g., Ng-kang-phu.

This has the largest contact area of any phone, and

is the only one in which the contact extends to the hinder mar¬

gin of the soft palate, for careful experiment indicates that in

the other nasals the soft palace does not drop low enough to

allow contact. The anterior edge of the contact is about the

level of the front of the middle molar, and has a marked con¬

cavity centrally.

Kingsley's area for this consonant is considerably
larger than those for the explosives of this series, but Js

entirely confined to the soft palate and does not even in the

PLATES
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uvula reach, the hinder margin, of it. Coles lias no figure for
this sound.

Merkel says that the position is farther back than

that for K: but this is not borne out by these experiments.

The posterior limit is further back, but the anterior limit is
also farther forward, the contact-area being large.

There is one matter which has caused considerable

discussion, namely the relationship between the two great groups

of consonants, the voiceless and the voiced. I use these terms

by which to distinguish them, following many other authors,
because I believe that the essential point of difference is the

presence or absence of voice. They are however distinguished
in other particulars: one of thetyost constant, as before recog¬

nised, and as confirmed by the experiments here recorded, being t.

that the voiced phone3 have larger contact-areas than their

Voiceless correlatives. Grammarians have designated the two

classes by the terms soft (for the voiced ones) ahd hard (for
the voiceless): these have been adopted by some writers on the

subject, and Thausing pleads for their retention as the best

descriptive terms. He seems to imply that they were originally

given because of the greater muscular activity, and therefore

greater hardness of the organs in the voiceless ones and vice

versa. This however is very unlikely, as they are aid and wide¬

spread terms, used by grammarians before they had much idea of

taking physiological points into consideration: and they were

probably used as describing the acoustic qualities of tin phones

produced.

Which of these three characters,— the presence or

absence of voice, the greater or lesser aperture, the stronger
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or weaker muscular action,- is to be considered the fundamental
one, and how do the others depend on it, or are they all merely
collateral rather than interdependent factsi

In facing this question, one of the first things

which obtruded itself was the fact that a voiced consonant can

be far longer sustained than its voiceless correlative. Obser¬
vation proved that, taking care to fill the lungs to the same

amoubt to begin with, it is possible to sustain a voiced fricat¬
ive about twice as long as the voiceless one. (The actual

figures obtained with several of these were:- F 9 sec., V 22 sec.

S 13 sec., Z 34 sec.: Th 12 sec., Dh 30 sec.) This indicates

that there is about double the consumption of air in a given

time in the voiceless consonant. The same fact can be directly

proved in another way, by collecting the air which finds exit in

a given space of time. I made a number of experiments in this

matter, with a funnel made specially to fit closely around my

mouth, and a rubber tube to lead the expired airnunder water to

a graduated measure for collection. The time during which the

experiment could be prolonged was only a few seconds, for two

reasons: (1) a longer time would have more than sufficed to fill

a quart measure with air in the case of the voiceless consonants:

and (2) it is not easy to keep up an even and standard degree of

intensity of pronunciation for longer than a few seconds. As

the timing was done with an ordinary watch, not one with a large

seconds dial, the results were merely approximate: but the

repetition of the experiments several times for one pair of

phones, and their renewal with other phones made it abundantly
evident that in a given time there was some 80# to 120# more air

passing out of the mouth in the production of a voiceless phone
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than in the corresponding voiced one. This agrees with the
results of the former observation.

To what is this greater expenditure of air due? To

greater pressure, I believe. It. was at first my intention to
carry out manometer experiments as to the actual pressure at
which the air came out of the. mouth: but reflection showed that

this would be useless, for (3ust as in the observations already
related as to the prolongation of the "Bl&hlaut" in the voiced

explosives) the production of the phohe would go on at steadily
increasing pressures - among which it would be impossible to

determine the normal one - until the pressure of the air in the

receiver was so great that no more could be forced through the

mouth: and this would be tha same in the case of the voiced and

of the voiceless phone alike, viz., the maximum pressure produc¬

ible by the expiratory muscles. It is quite plain however that

given the same power in the muscles of expiration, air which

has already in passing through the glottis expended energy in

doing the work of throwing the vocal cords into vibration can¬

not retain the same pressure as that which has passed through

the open glottis, and has imparted no energy to anything, nor

lost any save by the almost inappreciable friction. The air in the:

the bueco-pharyngeal cavity is therefore necessarily at a less

pressure in the voiced sound: and therefore less of it finds

exit in a given time.

Granted this difference of pressure, the otter char¬

acteristics are easily deducible from it. Suppose in the first

instance that the same position of the organs is maintain¬

ed, there will need to be much greater muscular action to res¬

ist the higher air-pressure. On the other hand, with muscular
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action maintained the same, the greater pressure will produce a

wider aperture!.by thrusting the parts apart. iiiat neither of
these effects occur alone is due to the endeavour to make the

acoustic intensity of the fricative sound as nearly as possible

equivalent, whether it is engrafted on the voiced or the voice¬
less air-current. It will be found, if the aperture be care¬

fully maintained at the position for the voiced pkone while the

voiceless eprrent is emitted, that a much stronger fricative

effect is obtained than is desirable. On the other hand if

(which is more difficult to do) the muscular action be maintain¬

ed as exactly as possible that of the voiced Bound and the voice¬

less current be sent through the organs, the resulting friction

sound is very weak, the parts being too much thrust apart by the

increased pressure (uncounterbalanced by a greater muscular

effort). This theory of an endeavour to attain a given acous¬

tic effect by due adjustment of pressure and aperture is not

unsupported by facts: for we have already seen that Merkel not¬

iced a tendehcy for the faucial strait to become further contrac¬

ted in A3 when the breath is failing: a similar tendency can

be observed in the corresponding straits in E3, and (more mark¬

edly) in 03: it occurs also in voiceless fricatives, e.g. F, Th,

S, and Sh.

One is therefore justified in maintaining that the

presence or absence of voice is the fundamental fact, and that
as this directly affects the air-pressure in the mouth, it is

thereby the indirect cause of the other differences, viz., less¬
ened aperture and lessened muscular tension, between voiceless

and voiced consonants.
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While not rigidly excluding other methods of obser¬

vation, nor absolutely eschewing excursions from the main path,

ray object has been,by a scientific use of the valuable method

introduced by the Rev. Canon Ookley Coles, to cast new light

on the mechanism of articulate speech. It is my belief, how¬

ever, that the facts recorded here are a very humble portion of

the harvest which this method may yet yield. The difficult

question of the linguistic and dialectic varieties of given

phones, the confusing modifications caused by certain combina¬

tions of phones,nthe puzzling sounds of languages as yet but im-

perfactly investigated,- all these are fields whwre this method

bids fair to prove itself a valuable instrument.

FINIS.
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